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ABSTRACT

The transport of adsorbing metal ions (copper, zinc, calcium and magnesium) between the water column and the sand bed in a 5 meter long recirculating laboratory flume with bottom bedforms has been investigated. A non-adsorbing tracer, lithium, was used simultaneously to observe the exchange of water between bed and water column. The presence of bedforms and associated pumping increases the exchange rate by several orders of magnitude over molecular processes.

The concentrations of initially added metal ions were monitored both in the circulating overlying water and in the pore-water of the sediment bed. The sand used for the bed was composed of over 99% silica, with geometric means of 500 μm and 195 μm. Before each run, the sand was acid-washed at pH 3.5 to provide reproducible experimental conditions. The chemical composition of the recirculating water was controlled and steady flow conditions were maintained in the experiments.

Batch experiments were performed to investigate the chemical partitioning of the selected metal ions to the sand grain surfaces. The adsorption of zinc onto silica was modeled in detail and binding constants were determined. The observed adsorption of the metal ions in the flume experiments compared well with batch adsorption data.

The transfer of metal ions into and out of a bed covered with stationary bedforms is dominated by advective pumping caused by pressure fluctuations over the bed. A residence-time model based on pressure-driven advective flow and linear equilibrium partitioning of the pollutant to the sediment was developed and describes the observed metal ion exchange between sediment and water column well. Increased partitioning of
the metal ion onto the sediment leads to an increase of the amount of tracer stored within the sediment bed. Furthermore, the concentrations of metal ions released from the bed after passing of an initial pulse in the overlying water will be lower, but longer lasting for stronger partitioning, leading to tailing in the water column for long times.

For a bed with moving bedforms, the main mechanism for mass exchange is the trapping and release of overlying water by the traveling bedform. The transport of metal ions can be approximately described for the initial phase of the experiment, but large deviations from the model occur for long times.

The models do not require calibration since the parameters for transport into and out of the bed can be derived from flow conditions, sediment parameters, bedform dimensions and adsorption characteristics of the tracer on the sand. Criteria for the applicability of the models and appropriate scaling variables are identified. The experimental results are presented in nondimensional form.
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NOTATION

A  area

$A_s$  specific surface area of sediment (dimension area/mass)

$C_d$  capacitance of double layer

C  solute concentration in overlying water column (dimension mass/volume)

$C^*$  normalized solute concentration ($C/C_0$)

$C_0$  initial solute concentration

d  mean water depth

d'  effective water depth in closed system (total water volume/bed area)

$d^*$  normalized water depth ($kd'$)

$d_g$  geometric mean grain diameter

F  Faraday's constant

f  Darcy-Weisbach friction factor ($8grh_s/U^2$)

$f_a$  fraction of sorbent adsorbed to the surface

$f_b$  bed friction factor

g  acceleration of gravity

H  mean bedform height (crest to trough)

h  dynamic pressure head (dimension length)

$h_m$  amplitude of dynamic pressure head at bed surface

I  ionic strength of solution

K  coefficient of permeability (dimension velocity)
K  chemical equilibrium constant
k  bedform wavenumber ($2\pi/\lambda$)
k_p  partitioning (or distribution) coefficient (dimension volume/mass)
$\ell$  volume unit ‘liter’
L  length
m  accumulated mass transfer function (dimension length)
m*  normalized accumulated mass transfer function (km)
M*  approximated mass transfer function (m*/C*)
m_t  total mass of sediment
q  flow into sediment bed (flux of pollutant into bed divided by pollutant concentration in solution, dimension velocity)
q*  normalized flow into sediment bed (q/u_m)
$q$  spatially averaged flow into sediment bed (dimension velocity)
$q^*$  normalized, spatially averaged flow into sediment bed ($q/u_m$)
R  retardation coefficient
R_f  residence time function
$\bar{R}_f$  flux-averaged residence time function
Re  flow Reynolds number (4Ur_h/v)
r_h  hydraulic radius of flow ($(d\cdot w)/(2\cdot d + w)$)
s  slope of water surface = energy slope (uniform flow)
t  time
t*  normalized time ($k^2 Kh_m t$)
$\tau^*$  normalized relative time
\( t_{ads} \) adsorption time scale
\( t_p \) pumping time scale \((t^* = 1)\)
\( t_t \) turnover time scale \((\lambda/u_b)\)
\( U \) mean flow velocity in channel
\( u \) pore-water Darcy velocity
\( u^* \) normalized pore-water Darcy velocity \((u/u_m)\)
\( u^*_b \) normalized bedform velocity \((\theta u_b/u_m)\)
\( u^*_{b,R} \) normalized partitioning-dependent bedform velocity \((R\theta u_b/u_m)\)
\( u^*_u \) normalized underflow velocity \((u_u/u_m)\)
\( u^*_{u,b} \) normalized modified underflow velocity for moving bedforms \((u_u-\theta R u_b)/u_m\)
\( u_b \) bedform velocity
\( u_m \) pore-water scaling velocity \((kKh_m)\)
\( u_u \) pore-water underflow velocity due to hydraulic gradient
\( V \) volume
\( V_t \) total volume of solution
\( w \) flume width \((15.24 \text{ cm})\)
\( x^* \) normalized x coordinate \((kx)\)
\( y^* \) normalized y coordinate \((ky)\)
\( \alpha \) correction factor for group \('Kh_m' = (\text{fitted } Kh_m)/(\text{calculated } Kh_m)\)
\( \nu \) kinematic viscosity
\( \lambda \) bedform wavelength
\( \theta \) porosity
\( \sigma \) charge density on the double layer
\( \Psi_0 \) potential of the double layer

\( \sigma_g \) geometric standard deviation of grain diameter

\( \Sigma \) surface adsorption density (dimension moles/area)

\( \Gamma_p \) nondimensional number for determination of equilibrium in pumping model

\( \Gamma_t \) nondimensional number for determination of equilibrium in turnover model

\( \equiv \) denotes surface group (=SiOH)

\( \tau \) relative time (t-t_0)
1. INTRODUCTION

The transfer of pollutants between river water and the underlying sediment bed has important implications for the ultimate fate of these pollutants in an aqueous environment. Contaminants in the water column can be transported into the sediment bed of a stream or river, which becomes an important sink for contaminants. At a later time, the contaminants can eventually be again released to the water column. A large fraction of the total mass of pollutants can be captured within the sediment bed (i.e., taken out of the flowing overlying water), or released back to the stream from the bed. In the case of a short-term spill of a chemical, this effect can lead to an apparent ‘tailing’ of the observed concentration in the stream water as the chemical is still released from the stream bed after the initial spill has already passed by. This results in a relatively longer-lasting, low level pollution of the water that could not be expected if only dispersion and diffusion in the overlying water were considered. If a pollutant is present in the overlying water for a long time, the sediment can be subject to contamination down to large depths within the bed.

Many processes can contribute to the fate of solutes in a natural stream: flow of solutes into and out of the bed or the banks of the stream, adsorption onto particulates and subsequent deposition, chemical conversions, uptake or degradation by biological processes, and evaporation. The exchange of solutes between stream water and the stream bed has previously been modeled by box models that divide the bed of the stream into one or more layers. Appropriate exchange coefficients for the transfer of solutes between these layers and the water column were determined by fitting of field data.
Two processes were investigated to model the observed stream water/bed exchange of metal ions: in the case of stationary bedforms, pressure variations over the sediment bed induce flow of water into and out of the bed, a process referred to as "pumping." If the bedforms are moving downstream, pore-water pumping still occurs, but an additional process is active: interstitial water is released at the upstream side of a dune, and overlying water is trapped at the downstream side. This latter process is referred to as "turnover." The relative importance of these two processes depends on many parameters: flow velocity of the stream water, propagation velocity of the bedforms, hydraulic permeability of the bed sediment, bedform dimensions, and partitioning of the pollutant. In general, pumping is most important in streams with smaller, slow moving, relatively permeable stream beds. Turnover is dominant for large, fast moving dunes and/or less permeable beds.

The influence of bottom sediment forms on the interfacial exchange of pollutants is investigated here. Bedforms are wave-like variations of the surface of the sediment bed in a stream. They are caused by deposition and movement of sediment particles due to the flow of water in the stream channel. Depending on the flow velocity of the stream water and the characteristics of the sediment, bedforms can be stationary (after being created by previous higher flows) or moving downstream. Bedforms can be very small (length about 10 cm) or very large (lengths of about 100 m as reported in large rivers). Smaller bedforms with wavelengths of less than about 30 cm are usually called ripples, larger bedforms are called dunes (ASCE, 1975). The influence of other bed features like bars (large bedforms with length comparable to channel width, height comparable to flow depth), antidunes (wavy bed profile in phase with wavy water surface near critical flow conditions), or flat beds were not investigated in this work.
The purpose of the work presented in this thesis is to combine the physical understanding of the hydraulic and chemical processes that control the exchange of metal ions between stream water and a sediment bed covered with bedforms and, based on the actual processes, develop an exchange model that can be integrated into larger river system models. Such a model then relates the actual exchange mechanisms and surface adsorption to the net interfacial exchange of solutes. Because the parameters in this model can be derived from the known physical and chemical conditions in the problem, the need for calibration of the model in each individual application is eliminated. Nondimensional presentation of the data allows the application of the results to larger systems like streams and rivers. Furthermore, nondimensional presentation also makes it possible to apply the results to similar systems in coastal and deep oceans and in the atmosphere. Examples are the surface exchange of solutes into rippled permeable marine sediments driven by ocean currents or wave action, and the advection of air through the surface of snowfields or glaciers. The models developed in this thesis require that the bed does not change significantly over the period of the simulation; episodic events like the changes in composition and topography of the river bottom during a flood cannot be modeled in this manner. Thus, a spill of chemicals lasting a few hours or days can be simulated by the models developed in this thesis, but it is very difficult to describe ongoing pollution of the riverbed over many years using these models because of possible major changes in discharge, bedforms, and dependence on complete past history.

The possible influence of chemical kinetics on the interfacial exchange of solutes was investigated, and appropriate scaling parameters for the determination of kinetic equilibrium are given.
Both adsorbing and non-adsorbing metal ions were used in the experiments performed in this study. Concentration measurements of metal ions in the experiments are presented as the aqueous concentrations of the solutes in the water column or pore-water. The simultaneous use of a non-adsorbing metal ion allows the observation of the exchange of water between the pores of the sediment on the overlying solution to determine the hydraulic conditions existing in the experiment. Then, the influence of surface adsorption on the mass exchange of adsorbing metal ions can be studied by comparing the concentration time history of the adsorbing metal ions to that for the nonadsorbing ion.

Flume experiments were performed under simplified, well-controlled conditions in a 5 m long recirculating flume. Recirculation of the flume water from the downstream end to the upstream end of the flume avoids longitudinal concentration gradients in the overlying water. The recirculating water is well mixed at all times except during the initial few minutes after the start of an experiment. Because the solution in the flume is recirculated, small fluxes of solute into or out of the bed will lead to a measurable change of metal ion concentration in the overlying water as it passes the bed many times. Thus, the measurement of the net flux between water column and sediment is much more precise in a recirculating flume than a one-pass flume. Furthermore, there are only small losses of water during a run (which are made up), so that experiments can be performed over a long period of time without a constant new supply of water, solutes and sand. The flow in the overlying water column was always fully turbulent (Reynolds numbers larger than 10,000), but Darcy flow existed in the pore space of the sediment bed. The Peclet numbers for the flow of solution in the pore space are of the order of one or less.

The chemical composition of the flume water was controlled during the runs. Silica sands with well-defined surface adsorption groups were used to allow chemical
modeling of the adsorption processes. Uniform silica sand was used in the experiments, but mixtures of sediment or coated sediments were not investigated in this work. Thus, the entire physical and chemical composition of the experimental system could be controlled. However, the results obtained in this work can be directly applied to more complicated systems if the controlling parameters and processes in those systems are determined.

Naturally and artificially formed bedforms were used in this study. Artificially formed dunes were relatively uniform in height and length, whereas naturally formed dunes showed a much larger variation in both height and length. Experiments were performed for both stationary and moving bedforms.

For field applications, for example a chemical spill in a stream, it is desirable to make predictions of the partitioning that can be expected in the river sediment without having to conduct a complete flume experiment to simulate the spill. Therefore, small-scale laboratory experiments investigating the partitioning of the pollutant and sand were also performed and the data compared to adsorption values observed in the sediment bed of the flume.

Previous field work and modeling results by various authors investigating the interfacial exchange of solutes is reviewed in Chapter 2. Also surveyed is the literature describing the adsorption of metal ions onto solid surfaces.

In Chapter 3, the underlying principles of interfacial stream water exchange are presented. The stream water exchange models used in this thesis are developed and the chemical modeling of surface adsorption onto silica is discussed.
The experimental apparatus and the methods used in conducting the flume and batch experiments are described in Chapter 4.

The results from the batch adsorption experiments and the flume runs, as well as the experimental parameters for the flume runs, are presented in Chapter 5.

A summary of the experiments and a discussion of the results is presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis. Also discussed is the relevance of the studies to natural stream systems. Conclusions are given and possible future studies are discussed.

In the appendices, data for the titration experiments, sample data for the flume runs, and the tabulated nondimensional residence time function are given.
2. LITERATURE

2.1. EXCHANGE PROCESSES AT THE SEDIMENT-WATER INTERFACE

2.1.1. Compartment models

The problem of transport at the sediment-water boundary in a turbulent flow of water has been a subject of interest to many authors. Various models have been developed to describe the observed transport rate. The simplest of such models describe the sediment bed of a stream as a compartment, and the rate of pollutant exchange between bed and stream water is then described by an exchange coefficient multiplied by a concentration difference.

Onishi (1981) describes the FETRA model for the transport of sorptive substances in streams. This model includes terms for the adsorption of contaminants to suspended sediments and to the bed surface, but does not provide for a water/bed exchange mechanism. The model is expanded to include more than one type of sediment.

O'Connor et al. (1983) developed a model that allowed for the transport of pollutants both in aqueous solution and adsorbed to suspended sediments. They used two sediment bed compartments, an active transport layer and a deeper stationary bed. The exchange of pollutants and sediment between the two layers is described as a vertical mixing process. Instant equilibrium is assumed between all dissolved and adsorbed phases.

Bencala (1984) developed a similar model that describes the transport of tracers in a gravel bed river. The model has terms for storage in storage zones and sorption of tracers to the sediment bottom of the stream. The exchange rates are determined by
multiplying rate coefficients with the difference between measured and equilibrium concentrations,

\[ R = \lambda_s (C_s - C_s^*) \]  

(2.1)

where \( \lambda_s \) is a rate coefficient and \( C_s - C_s^* \) is the difference between actual and equilibrium sediment adsorption.

Basmadjian and Quan (1987) modeled the adsorption/desorption rate of pollutant between the overlying water similarly. They also include sorption kinetics and extend this model for transport, deposition and resuspension of sediments. Analytical solutions to the differential equations are given.

Richardson and Parr (1988) described the release of solute from interstitial water in a laboratory flume with glass bead bed by a Fickian diffusion process. An empirical relationship between the diffusion coefficient and the shear Peclet number is given, but no physical mechanism is proposed.

Three models for pollutant transport in rivers are supported by the EPA Center for Water Quality Modeling: EXAMS (Burns 1982), TOXIWASP (Ambrose 1983), and HSPF (Donigan 1978, Donigan 1976 and Onishi 1982). These models are compartment models and thus require calibration. Schnoor (1987) discussed and compared these models and their applicability, showed sample runs and also gave a number of chemical reaction rates and coefficients.
2.1.2. Pore-water advection – field observations

The advection of interstitial fluid (water or air) has been observed in river beds, ocean beds and snow dunes.

Webb and Theodor (1972) measured dye transported through sea-bed sand due to pumping induced by wave action. They observed a correlation between the pore-water velocity and the wave height.

Grimm and Fisher (1984) observed interstitial-surface water exchange by dye injection in a shallow creek. They recorded distance of travel and travel time of the dye injected into the stream bed, but did not describe the stream bed topography.

Clarke and Waddington (1991) investigated wind pumping of air through permeable snow surfaces on glaciers and developed a three-dimensional model of the penetration of pressure fluctuation into the snow.

2.1.3. Pore-water advection – laboratory experiments

The simulation of pore-water advection induced by pressure variations over the surface gives rise to a better physical understanding of the transfer of solute, allowing more descriptive modeling of the transport processes.

Savant et al. (1987) observed the flow of interstitial water in a flume with sand bed using dye injected into the bed through injection ports. A pore-water flow model based on pressure measurements over bedforms by Vittal (1977) described the observed pore-water trajectories well.
Shen et al. (1990) separately measured skin-, form- and total resistance of flow over rigid triangular bedforms. The pressure distribution over the bedform was measured using a Preston tube with 2 mm diameter. A formula is given to compute the pressure drag coefficient from bedform height and water depth. Fehlman's thesis (1985) is part of this work.

Nagaoka and Ohgaki (1990) investigated the mass transfer mechanism in experimental channels with flat porous beds composed of large (2 and 4 cm diameter) ceramic balls. They determine turbulent diffusion as the driving mechanism of mass exchange between bed and water column and large-scale eddies in the deeper regions of the bed.

Elliott (1990) performed extensive flume experiments and developed a contaminant exchange model for non-adsorbing tracers. This model incorporates the pore-water advection process by calculating the average flux into the sediment bed and utilizes a residence time approach. His model, which is the starting point for this work, is explained in Chapter 3.

2.2. ADSORPTION OF METAL IONS

Good discussions of basic surface complexation models can be found in Stumm and Morgan (1981), Stumm (1987), Dzombak and Morel (1987) and Honeyman and Santschi (1988). A vast amount of literature exists covering the equilibrium adsorption of metal ions onto various materials. This notwithstanding, relatively few researchers have studied metal ion adsorption onto silica. Other "pure" sorbates (iron oxides, aluminum oxides) have been subject of more thorough investigation. Dzombak and Morel (1990)
presented a thorough and critical compilation of metal ion adsorption onto hydrous ferric oxide.

2.2.1. Adsorption of metal ions onto natural sediments

Reece et al. (1978) studied the concentration of heavy metals on polluted river sediments and found high concentrations of cadmium, lead, manganese and zinc. They performed leaching of the metal ions from the sediments at different pH values and observed equilibrium concentrations and equilibration times.

Shukla and Mittal (1979) conducted experiments to measure zinc adsorption in soil samples. They observed dependence of the zinc adsorption on the soil type and successfully fitted Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms to the measured data.

Smith et al. (1989) observed and modeled copper, cadmium and zinc partitioning on sediments from a small mountain stream. They observed good agreement between model sorption predictions and experimental partitioning data. The existence of a significant organic carbon fraction did not appear to have influence on the adsorption of zinc and copper.

Msaky and Cavet (1990) measured the adsorption of copper and zinc in three different soils. There observed a pH-dependence of both shape of the adsorption isotherm and adsorbed amount. The initial adsorption time in the soil samples appeared to be less than an hour (90% after 20-30 minutes), but the remainder of the adsorbing fraction appeared to be tailing over a period of hours.
2.2.2. Adsorption of metal ions onto silica

Dugger et al. (1964) studied the adsorption of twenty metal ions onto silica gel. They observed a correlation between the free energy of the surface adsorption process and the hydrolysis constants of a metal ion.

Schindler et al. (1976) investigated the surface complex formation of iron(III), copper, cadmium and lead adsorbed to silica gel. The metal ions adsorbed to the silica gel in the order Cd < Cu < Pb < Fe. A strong correlation was observed between the hydrolysis constants and the surface adsorption constants for these metal ions.

Young (1981) studied the adsorption of nickel onto silica gel (12 nm diameter particles with 200 m²/g surface area). He included outer-sphere adsorption of the background electrolyte in his model. Young observed that the adsorption of nickel was not limited by the availability of surface silanol groups, there appeared to be no upper bound to nickel adsorption because of surface precipitation.

2.2.3. Adsorption kinetics

Most researchers have chosen to describe the partitioning of pollutant and sediment as an equilibrium process, but the validity of this approach is also discussed in the literature.

The actual surface binding, as investigated in pressure jump experiments, appears to be relatively fast with a time scale of less than a second, but the time scale for surface adsorption from bulk solution appears to be dominated by diffusion of the pollutants through the interstitial medium and into the pores of the sediment. Thus, the apparent
time scale for the equilibration of a system appears to depend strongly on the micro-
porosity of the sediment and ranges from minutes on larger particles like sand to days in
fine aquifer soil.

Mikami et al. (1983) performed pressure-jump experiments to investigate the ki-
netics of uranyl ion adsorption onto aluminum oxide. The adsorption time scale was
found to be of the order of 100 ms.

James and Rubin (1979) conducted column experiments with calcium and various
soils at different flow rates. Their data suggests that the equilibrium adsorption assump-
tion only applies when the ratio of the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient to the
molecular diffusion coefficient is smaller or equal unity.

Goltz and Roberts (1986) model the subsurface transport of organic solutes in
field experiments. Extended tailing of the breakthrough curves was observed for both
sorbing and nonsorbing solutes and is explained by diffusion of the solutes into and out of
zones of immobile water and fine pores and cracks in the sediment. Chemical adsorption
equilibrium is assumed in the model.

Fuller and Davis (1987) characterized the adsorption of cadmium onto calcareous
aquifer sand by two reaction steps. In the first step, the ion adsorbs to the surface and dif-
fuses into the particles. This step appears to be completed in less than 24 hours, with a
very rapid initial adsorption process. In the second step, continuing for days, surface co-
precipitation occurs and a solid solution of CdCO₃ in CaCO₃ forms.
2.3. TRANSPORT OF ADSORBING POLLUTANTS IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMS

Kudo and Gloyia (1971) studied the uptake and release of $^{137}$Cs in flumes 61 m and 17 m long. Natural lake sediment was used in these experiments. At higher flow rates, significant sediment transport and increased $^{137}$Cs uptake were observed. Desorption experiments were performed by treating the bed with $^{137}$Cs before the run. Very low desorption rates were observed. In this study, no information is given about sediment properties and possible bed forms.

Jacknian et al. (1984) observed the transport of a number of metal ions in a small cobble bed stream, modeling the bed-stream exchange by diffusion processes. The model includes an underflow channel and partitioning for adsorbing species. The stream was divided into segments and a large number of parameters were then fitted for every reach.

Bencala (1984) uses a model incorporating one-dimensional transport, dead zone storage, first-order mass transfer into the bed and linear partitioning of sorbants. This model also requires fitting of a number of parameters in every reach.

Kuwabara et al. (1984) also used a one-dimension advection-dispersion model to describe chlorine and copper transport in a mountain stream. They included a kinetic submodel for sediment uptake of copper. Again, most parameters in the model required fitting.

Bencala (1993) and Harvey and Bencala (1993) investigated the recharging flow of streamwater into and out of the surrounding alluvium beneath and under the stream channel. Measurements of the flux of water from the subsurface to the stream by tracer injection lead to the conclusion that localized stream-subsurface water exchange does significantly influence solute transport in the stream.
A number of solute exchange models describing the exchange of pollutants at the sediment-water boundary have been developed in previous studies. Exchange parameters for those models were usually obtained by calibration to specific natural streams or flumes and were thus not transferable to other systems. Only recently, the pressure-driven flow field within a rippled sediment bed has been modeled. The models for solute exchange with adsorption presented in this thesis are based on the actual exchange mechanisms occurring in the sediment bed and at the interface and do not require calibration of parameters. Thus, these processes can be modeled for streams or rivers of various sizes.
3. THEORY

3.1. INTRODUCTION TO MODELING STREAMBED CONTAMINANT EXCHANGE

To be able to develop a model that describes the physical processes leading to the exchange of chemically reactive tracers between the overlying water column and the sediment bed of a stream, both the hydraulic and the chemical processes involved must be incorporated.

Observations of mass exchange between water column and stream beds in natural rivers have mostly been described by introducing one or more subsurface compartments (see Chapter 2). The contaminant exchange between compartment(s) and overlying water was then modeled by diffusive processes and the required physical parameters were usually fitted.

Alexander Elliott (1990) developed models that describe the exchange of conservative tracers between a stream bed covered with bed forms and the overlying water. In the case of stationary bedforms, the model is based on the advection of solute through the sediment bed due to pressure variations over the bed surface. These pressure variations are caused by the disturbance of the shear flow above the bed by the bedforms. If the bedforms are moving, the model describes how solution from the overlying water column is being covered up by the downstream front of a migrating bedform and released after the bedform has passed by. Because Elliott's models describe the actual physical processes taking place in the water/bed system, fitting of the parameters is not necessary. Figure 3.1 shows the underlying principles of modeling streambed exchange processes.

On the basis of Elliott's work, a model was developed to predict the exchange of adsorbing tracers between the sediment bed and overlying water. This model incorpo-
rates partitioning of the adsorbing tracers onto the sediment in the stream bed by making use of the retardation concept. The partitioning of the pollutant to the sediment, measured in separate batch experiments, can be used in combination with a pore-water advection model to describe the observed pollutant exchange in the flume. The modeling process is depicted in Figure 3.2.

Streambed exchange models were developed for the cases of both stationary and moving bedforms.

Figure 3.1. Principles of streambed exchange processes. Transport of pollutant by advective pumping and reversible adsorption to sediment grains.
3.2. PUMPING MODEL FOR STATIONARY BEDFORMS

3.2.1. Conservative mass transfer

Alexander Elliott, in his thesis (Caltech, 1990), developed a model for the transport of conservative tracers into and out of the sediment bed of a river on the basis of pore-water advection caused by pressure variations over the bed. In this section, an outline of Elliott's model will be given and the model will be extended to include equilibrium partitioning of tracers. For detailed information, the reader should consult Elliott's thesis.

The bedforms on the bottom of the stream are assumed to be periodic with wavelength $\lambda$, and the surface topography is assumed to only vary in the longitudinal direction. Furthermore, it is assumed that the advective flux dominates over diffusive flux. This
assumption also seems justified by experimental pore-water concentration profiles that show a very small concentration gradient, indicating that the effect of diffusion on the tracer transport in the bed is small.

3.2.1.1. Interstitial flow field and scaling variables

The interstitial flow field in the sediment bed can be predicted using continuity of flow and Darcy's law. It is assumed that the sediment bed is infinitely deep with constant coefficient of permeability and that the bedform topography varies only in longitudinal direction. However, the analysis shown here could be expanded for lateral variations in the topography and for nonperiodic surfaces.

The pressure and interstitial flow velocity can be related by Darcy's law,

\[ \bar{v} = -K \nabla h, \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where \( h \) is the dynamic pressure head and \( K \) the coefficient of permeability of the sediment bed. \( \bar{v} \) is the Darcy velocity, the pore-water advection velocity multiplied by the porosity of the sediment \( \theta \).

Applying the equation of continuity to Equation 3.1 and assuming a constant coefficient of permeability \( K \) leads to Laplace's equation,

\[ \nabla^2 h = 0, \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Using measurements of the actual pressure distribution over triangular bedforms (Fehlman, 1985), Elliott showed that it is acceptable to assume a sinusoidal pressure dis-
distribution with wavelength \( \lambda \) over the bed. The pressure head with amplitude \( h_m \) and wavenumber \( k \) at the surface (approximated by \( y = 0 \) for the seepage calculation) is then

\[
h|_{y=0} = h_m \sin(kx),
\]

where

\[
k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}.
\]

Assuming an infinitely deep bed (e.g., \( h(y \to -\infty) = 0 \)), solving Laplace’s equation (Equation 3.2) leads to

\[
h(x, y) = h_m \sin(kx)e^{ky}.
\]

Then, applying Darcy’s law (Equation 3.1), the resulting pore-water Darcy velocities are

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_x(x, y) &= -Kk h_m \cos(kx)e^{ky} \\
  u_y(x, y) &= -Kk h_m \sin(kx)e^{ky}
\end{align*}
\]

The amplitude of the pressure head \( h_m \) is estimated from an empirical formula that is based on Fehlman’s measurements of the pressure distribution over bedforms (Fehlman 1985 and Shen et al. 1990):

\[
h_m = 0.28 \frac{u^2}{2g} \begin{cases} 
  \left( \frac{H/d}{0.34} \right)^{3/8} & H/d \leq 0.34 \\
  \left( \frac{H/d}{0.34} \right)^{3/2} & H/d \geq 0.34
\end{cases}
\]

where \( u \) is the flow velocity in the channel, \( d \) the channel depth, \( g \) the acceleration of gravity and \( H \) the bedform height (crest to trough). In the experiments in this work (Chapter 5), the actual value of the term \( Kh_m \), containing the pressure head fluctuation \( h_m \) and the sediment permeability \( K \), was determined by the initial flux of tracer into the bed
(in the experiments with lithium, lithium was used as the indicator). The values for \( K_h_m \) determined by the estimating formula and the initial flux agreed well (within a factor of two) for all experiments, indicating that Equation 3.7 allows a reasonable estimate of the pressure head over the bedforms.

As Equation 3.6 shows, the maximum pore-water Darcy velocity, a characteristic velocity for the pumping process, is

\[
 u_m = K_h m \quad .
\]  

(3.8)

The normalization of length, time and velocity will be performed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{length:} & \quad x^* = k x \\
\text{time:} & \quad \frac{t^*}{\theta} = k^2 K_h m \frac{t}{\theta} \\
\text{velocity:} & \quad u^* = \frac{dx^*}{d\left(\frac{t^*}{\theta}\right)} = \frac{u}{k K_h m} = \frac{u}{u_m}
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.9)

The scaling length is \( 1/k \) and the scaling velocity is \( u_m \). The resulting scaling time \( 1/(k^2 K_h m) \) is a measure of the time it takes the pore-water to travel a distance \( 1/k \), or \( \lambda/2\pi \), in the bed at the maximum pore-water Darcy velocity \( u_m \).

### 3.2.1.2. Residence time model

To determine the net interfacial flux occurring due to pore-water advection, a model based on the residence time approach was developed. The residence time function \( R_r(t, t_0, x_0) \) gives the probability that a particle that entered the sediment bed at time \( t_0 \) at position \( x_0 \) is still in the bed at time \( t \).
The local flow of solution into the bed surface \( q \) (the flux of pollutant into the bed divided by the concentration of pollutant in solution) is given by the advective velocity of the pore-water perpendicular to the surface. The average value of the flow into the sediment bed \( \bar{q} \) is then determined by integration over a bedforms wavelength \( \lambda \) along the bed surface (which is assumed to be flat in this calculation):

\[
q = \begin{cases} 
\vec{v} \cdot \vec{n} & \text{if } \vec{v} \cdot \vec{n} \geq 0 \\
0 & \text{if } \vec{v} \cdot \vec{n} < 0
\end{cases} \tag{3.10}
\]

\[
\bar{q} = \frac{1}{\lambda} \int_{x=0}^{x=\lambda} q \, dx 
\tag{3.11}
\]

where \( \vec{v} \) is the Darcy velocity vector at, and \( \vec{n} \) the unit normal vector into, the surface.

The total amount of mass transferred into the bed over the length \( L \) (where \( L \gg \lambda \)) of a reach is thus \( \bar{q} C(t)L \), where \( C(t) \) is the concentration of solute in the water.

If the flow conditions are constant (\( dq/dt = 0 \)), the residence time function \( R \) is not dependent on the time \( t \) but only on the time difference \( \tau = t - t_0 \), so

\[
R_f(t, t_0, x_0) = R_f(\tau, x_0). \tag{3.12}
\]

To remove the dependency on \( x_0 \), the flux weighted average \( \bar{R}_f(\tau) \) can be obtained by integrating over the length of a bedform,

\[
\bar{R}_f(\tau) = \frac{\bar{q} R_f(\tau)}{\bar{q}} = \frac{1}{\lambda} \int_{x=0}^{x=\lambda} q(x) R_f(\tau, x) \frac{ds}{dx} \, dx \tag{3.13}
\]
For very short times $\tau$, every particle that is swept into the bed will remain there, so $\overline{R}_f = 1$. This fact can also be used to determine the pore-water advection velocity (see Chapter 3.2.1.1). For time $\tau \to \infty$, all particles will eventually leave the bed, so $\overline{R}_f \to 0$.

The residence time function can generally be obtained by tracking the solute through the bed. In the case of sinusoidal pressure distribution over the bedforms, an implicit formula for $\overline{R}_f$ can be found:

$$\frac{t^*}{\theta} = \frac{2 \cos^{-1} \overline{R}_f}{\overline{R}_f}$$

The residence time function in the case of a sinusoidal pressure distribution is shown in Figure 3.3. A table of values for the residence time function is given in Appendix C.
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Figure 3.3. Pore-water residence time function $\overline{R}_f$ for sinusoidal pressure distribution over the bedforms. See text for definition of variables.
In the case of constant flux into the bed, the time dependent mass transfer into the bed can be obtained simply by temporal integration over the residence time function without having to perform any additional numerical calculations in the spatial dimensions. Thus, the residence time function approach greatly reduces the computational effort required to calculate the simulations.

The incremental contribution (per unit length) to the mass in the bed at time \( t \) from the mass that entered the bed at the past time \( t - \tau \) over a period \( d\tau \) is

\[
\overline{q} \overline{R}_f(\tau)C(t - \tau)d\tau.
\]  
(3.15)

The concentration \( C \) is normalized by a reference concentration \( C_0 \), for example the initial concentration in the water. Thus, the normalized concentration is

\[
C^* = \frac{C}{C_0}
\]  
(3.16)

and the accumulated mass transfer \( m(t) \) can be determined as

\[
m(t) = \overline{q} \int_{\tau=0}^{\tau=\infty} \overline{R}_f(\tau)C^*(t - \tau)d\tau
\]  
(3.17)

The accumulated mass transfer \( m(t) \) is defined as the accumulated mass (per unit area) divided by the reference concentration \( C_0 \) and has the dimension of a length. It can be understood as a measure of the penetration depth into the bed. In general, it is necessary to know the concentration of the inflowing solution over all past times to compute \( m(t) \).

Only the interfacial flow \( \overline{q} \), the residence time function \( \overline{R}_f(\tau) \), the physical experiment parameters (bedform size, water depth, flow velocity) and the concentration history
is needed for the calculation of pollutant exchange with the bed. The model does not contain any fitting parameters.

If the initial concentration of solute in the bed at the start of the flume experiment or spill is zero, Equation 3.17 can be simplified to

\[
m(t) = \bar{q} \int_{\tau=0}^{\tau=t} \overline{R_f}(\tau) C^*(t - \tau) d\tau.
\]

(3.18)

3.2.1.2.1. Application to a closed system

The experimental system in the flume used in this work is closed, so there are no losses from the water/sediment system. If the area of the sediment bed in the flume is \( A \) and the total volume of solution above the sediment bed \( V \), an effective water depth \( d' \) can be defined as

\[
d' = \frac{V}{A},
\]

(3.19)

and it follows that

\[
\frac{dm}{dt} = -\frac{V}{A} \frac{dC^*}{dt} = -d' \frac{dC^*}{dt}.
\]

(3.20)

With \( m(0) = 0 \) and \( C(0) = C_0 \),

\[
C^*(t) = 1 - \frac{m(t)}{d'}.
\]

(3.21)

Thus, the system of the two coupled Equations 3.18 and 3.21 must be solved to predict the mass transfer occurring in the closed flume system.
Applying the previously developed scaling variables to the system of two coupled equations that describe the mass transfer into the bed in a closed system (Equations 3.18 and 3.21) yields

\[
m* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} \right) = \bar{q}* \int_{0}^{t*/\theta} C* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} - \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right) \bar{R}_f \left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right) d\left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right)
\]

\[
m* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} \right) = \bar{q}* \int_{0}^{t*/\theta} \frac{m* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} \right)}{d'} \frac{d\left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right)}{d}\left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right)
\]

(3.22)

\[
C* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} \right) = 1 - \frac{m* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} \right)}{d'}
\]

3.2.1.2.2. Approximation for a closed system

Under certain circumstances, the system of coupled equations (Equations 3.22) can be approximated: if it is assumed that the concentration of solute in the pore-water is at all times equal to the concentration of solute in the overlying water, then

\[
m* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} \right) = \bar{q}* \int_{0}^{t*/\theta} C* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} - \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right) \bar{R}_f \left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right) d\left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right) = \bar{q}* C* \left( \frac{t*}{\theta} \right) \int_{0}^{t*/\theta} \bar{R}_f \left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right) d\left( \frac{\tau*}{\theta} \right)
\]

(3.23)

is valid and the expression \( M*(t) \), defined as

\[
M*(t) = \frac{m*(t)}{C*(t)}
\]

(3.24)

can be used to describe the mass exchange. The advantage of this approximation of convolution is that the mass exchange in experiments with different values of \( d' \) can be compared to just one theoretical curve. However, this approximation only holds when the change in concentration \( C* \) is small and the tracers do not remain in the bed for very long times. These assumptions are not true for most of the experiments performed with adsorbing tracers: Figures 3.4 and 3.5 are test calculations (for \( d'^*=kd'=4 \), a typical value in the flume used) and show that the approximation holds for nonadsorbing tracers.
(Figure 3.4), but is not very good for an adsorbing tracer with a retardation coefficient of $R=10$ (Figure 3.5, see Chapter 3.4.1 for discussion of retardation coefficient $R$). Thus, in the case of adsorbing solutes one must solve the system of coupled equations (3.22).

Figure 3.4. Validity of the approximation of convolution for nonadsorbing tracer.

--- exact solution

--- --- approximate solution.
Figure 3.5. Validity of the approximation of convolution for sorbing tracer, R=10.

--- exact solution ---- approximate solution.

3.2.1.3. Subsurface underflow

The hydraulic gradient of a natural river induces a flow of pore-water down the slope of the river bed. The magnitude of the underflow is given by the slope $s$ of the channel and the coefficient of permeability $K$ of the sediment as

$$u_u = K \, s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.25)

normalized

$$u^*_u = \frac{K \, s}{kK \, h_m} = \frac{s}{kh_m}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.26)

The effect of the underflow is that it causes fluid particles to be swept from regions with downward flux to regions with upward flux, thus limiting the residence time of a tracer in the bed. The main effect of the underflow is thus limitation of the total mass
exchange between stream water and the river bed for longer times. Underflow can be incorporated into the advective pumping model by modifying the equation for the pore-water velocities (Equation 3.6) to

\[
\begin{align*}
u_x(x,y) &= -Kk_h \cos(kx)e^{ky} + u_u \\
u_y(x,y) &= -Kk_h \sin(kx)e^{ky}
\end{align*}
\] (3.27)

normalized

\[
\begin{align*}
u^*_x(x,y) &= -\cos(x^*)e^{y^*} + u^*_u \\
u^*_y(x,y) &= -\sin(x^*)e^{y^*}
\end{align*}
\] (3.28)

Because the interstitial velocity field changes with \(u_u\), a separate residence time function must be computed for all values of \(u^*_u\).

3.3. SURFACE ADSORPTION MODELING

3.3.1. Equilibrium adsorption from solution

In a simplified approach, the adsorption of a solute molecule onto the surface of a solid can be treated analogously to reactions between molecules in solution. In this case, the reactive group of the surface is treated like any other molecule. The surface of the solid can exhibit acid-base chemistry, meaning that protons can be adsorbed to and desorbed from the surface (the symbol \(=\) denotes a surface group, for example silica: \(=\text{SiOH}\)):

\[
\begin{align*}
=\text{SiOH}_2^+ &\leftrightarrow=\text{SiOH} + H^+ \\
=\text{SiOH} &\leftrightarrow=\text{SiO}^- + H^+.
\end{align*}
\] (3.29) (3.30)
The distribution of surface groups between their differently charged species is described by equilibrium constants, here

\[
K_{a1}^s = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}_2^+]} \tag{3.31}
\]

\[
K_{a2}^s = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiO}^-][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}]} \tag{3.32}
\]

Similarly, the adsorption of a bivalent metal ion (Me^{2+}) onto silica can be written as

\[
\equiv \text{SiOH} + \text{Me}^{2+} \leftrightarrow \equiv \text{SiOMe}^+ + \text{H}^+ \tag{3.33}
\]

\[
\equiv \text{SiOH} + \text{Me}^{2+} \leftrightarrow \equiv \text{SiOHMe}^{2+} \tag{3.34}
\]

where

\[
K_1 = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOMe}^+][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][\text{Me}^{2+}]} \tag{3.35}
\]

\[
K_2 = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOHMe}^{2+}]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][\text{Me}^{2+}]} \tag{3.36}
\]

are the equilibrium constants for the metal ion adsorption processes.

Basic models like the one above omit the influence of a charge distribution on the surface of the solid. This surface charge can arise from lattice imperfections in the crystalline structure or result from chemical reactions taking place at the surface. To preserve electroneutrality in the interface region, a layer of counterions forms in the solution next to the surface. The result is an electrochemical double layer at the solid-solution interface that has significant effect on the adsorption of ions to the solid surface.
To incorporate the effect of surface charges into the equations for the adsorption equilibrium, a number of models describing the nature of the electric double layer have been developed (see Stumm and Morgan 1981, Stumm 1987 or Dzombak and Morel 1987). The simplest model, the *Helmholtz* model, consists of a single sheet of charges in solution, neutralizing the charges on the surface. The *Gouy-Chapman* model allows for the sheet of charges in solution to diffuse due to thermal movement and form a diffused layer. The *Stern* model introduces a second layer of ions adsorbed to the surface inside the diffused Gouy layer. These models are depicted in Figure 3.6.

![Surface double layer models](image)

*Figure 3.6. Surface double layer models (Stumm and Morgan 1981).*

A potential $\Psi$, a charge density $\sigma$ and a capacitance $C_d$ are associated with each of the individual layers. The extent of the electrochemical double layer is strongly dependent on the ionic strength $I$ of the solution.

The effect of changes in the electrokinetic double layer on the equilibrium constants is expressed by the Boltzmann factor $e^{FS\Psi/RT}$, where $R$ is the gas constant, $T$ the temperature, $F$ the Faraday constant and $\Delta\Psi$ the potential difference between the charged planes. The potential difference between the surface and the bulk solution is denoted as
\( \Psi_0 \). Equilibrium constants incorporating the electrokinetic effect are called intrinsic constants. For the adsorption and desorption of proton to the surface these are

\[
K_{a1}^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}_2^+]} e^{-\frac{F \Psi_0}{RT}} \tag{3.37}
\]

\[
K_{a2}^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiO}^-][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}]} e^{-\frac{F \Psi_0}{RT}} \tag{3.38}
\]

and the equilibrium constants for the adsorption of a metal ion to the surface are

\[
K_1^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOMe}^+][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][\text{Me}^{2+}]} e^{-\frac{F \Psi_0}{RT}} \tag{3.39}
\]

\[
K_2^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOHMe}^{2+}]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][\text{Me}^{2+}]} e^{-\frac{2F \Psi_0}{RT}} \tag{3.40}
\]

The surface acidity constants for silica are, dependent on the surface adsorption model, approximately

\[
\log K_{a1}^{\text{int}} = 2.5 \tag{3.41}
\]

\[
\log K_{a2}^{\text{int}} = -6.5. \tag{3.42}
\]

It is important to note the values of the equilibrium constants depend on the parameters \( \Psi_0 \), \( \sigma \) and \( C \) as well as the choice of double layer model.

Using any of the electrokinetic models, the equilibrium constants for metal ion adsorption can be determined by fitting the system of adsorption equations to the experimental data. Here, this was accomplished using the chemical equilibrium computation model HYDRAQL (Papelis et al. 1988).
In principle, the strength of adsorption of a metal ion onto the silica surface depends on the size and charge of the ion and the ability of the ion to form covalent bonds.

3.3.2. Quantification of adsorbed mass

A number of different choices are possible to express the equilibrium quantity of a tracer adsorbed to a surface. The most frequently used expressions are:

Adsortion density: \( \Sigma = \frac{\text{moles adsorbed}}{\text{surface area}} \) [moles/area]

Fraction adsorbed: \( f_a = \frac{\text{moles adsorbed}}{\text{total moles}} \) [dimensionless]

Retardation coefficient: \( R = \frac{1}{\text{fraction in solution}} \) [dimensionless]

Partitioning coefficient: \( k_p = \frac{\text{moles adsorbed per mass sediment}}{\text{moles per volume solution}} \) [volume/mass]

The origin of these different expressions lies in the type of experiment originally performed to observe the adsorption of tracers. Surface chemists, who usually perform beaker experiments with fixed small amounts of solid particles and sorbates, often express the amount of adsorbed tracer as an *adsorption density*. Expressing surface adsorption as adsorption density is the best choice to analyze and compare experimental data from experiments performed with different size particles, different concentrations, or different amounts of solid and solution. The calculation of the adsorption density requires knowledge of the surface area of the sorbents used. Especially in earlier chemistry papers, investigators have also tended to express the amount of adsorbed tracer as a *fraction ad-
sorbed \( f_a \) (or percent adsorbed) in the observed system. The adsorption density can be computed from the fraction adsorbed as

\[
\Sigma = \frac{\text{total moles adsorbed}}{\text{total surface area}} = \frac{f_a C_0 V_t}{A_s m_t}.
\]  

(3.43)

where \( C_0 \) is the initial concentration of sorbate and \( V_t \) the total volume of solution. \( A_s \) is the specific surface area and \( m_t \) the total mass of sorbent.

Hydraulic engineers who are concerned with the transport of an adsorbing substance through soil or other sediments often use the retardation coefficient \( R \) (see Chapter 3.4.1) of a tracer, a directly observable parameter in field experiments. Alternatively, the partitioning coefficient \( k_p \) is sometimes used. It also can be easily measured and directly inserted into the advection-diffusion equation.

Fraction adsorbed and retardation coefficient are nondimensional, the partitioning coefficient is expressed in units of volume per mass. All three parameters are calculated for specific conditions, their magnitude for the adsorption of pollutants to different materials is only comparable if all necessary sorbate and sediment parameters are also known.

If the porosity \( \theta \) and bulk density \( \rho \) of the sediment are known, the coefficients can be easily converted (see Equation 3.44 and Figure 3.7).

\[
f_a = \frac{R - 1}{R} = \frac{\rho k_p}{\rho k_p + \theta}
\]

\[
R = 1 + \frac{\rho k_p}{\theta} = \frac{1}{1 - f_a}
\]

\[
k_p = \frac{\theta f_a}{\rho (1 - f_a)} = \frac{\theta}{\rho} (R - 1)
\]

(3.44)
Figure 3.7. Graphical conversion of $k_p$, $R$, and $f_a$ in quantifying adsorption onto Ottawa 30 sand used in this study.

3.4. Transfer of Adsorbing Pollutants

3.4.1. Retardation

For the purpose of this investigation, the contaminant exchange model needed to be extended to incorporate the effects of partitioning of the observed pollutant to the sediment.

Equilibrium partitioning of the contaminant to the sediment as the pore-water is driven through the bed by the pressure field causes retardation of the contaminant, similar
to the retardation of chemicals in groundwater flow. A mass balance for a unit volume of sediment gives

$$\theta \frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \theta u \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} = \theta \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2} - \rho \frac{\partial C_{ads}}{\partial t}, \quad (3.45)$$

where $C$ is the concentration of pollutant in the pore-water (in moles/unit volume) and $C_{ads}$ the adsorbed mass of pollutant per unit mass of bulk sediment (in moles/unit mass sediment). $\theta$ is the porosity and $\rho$ the density of the sediment.

The partition coefficient $k_p$ describes the relationship between $C$ and $C_{ads}$ as $C_{ads} = k_p C$. Because the mass of sediment in a unit volume of pore-water is $\rho/\theta$, the mass of adsorbed sediment per unit volume of pore-water is $\rho k_p/\theta$. The advection-diffusion equation for the pollutant in the pore-water can then be simplified to

$$\left(1 + \frac{\rho}{\theta} k_p\right) \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} \quad (3.46)$$

with the retardation factor

$$R = 1 + \frac{\rho}{\theta} k_p. \quad (3.47)$$

Thus, the addition of partitioning to the advection-diffusion equation results in two modifications: the advective velocity of the sorbate in the pore volume is effectively reduced by $R$, and the total mass of contaminant in a unit volume of the sediment bed increases by $R$.

The transport of adsorbing materials through the pore space of the sediment bed can thus be described by the advective transport model (pumping model) by reducing the time scale by a factor of $1/R$. Therefore, the introduction of surface adsorption leads to a longer residence time of the tracer in the bed, while the flux into the bed stays the same.
The result is a larger amount of tracer being contained within a unit volume of the bed. The modified residence time function for adsorbing tracers is shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8 is the same as Figure 3.3 except for changing the time scale from $t^* / \theta$ to $t^*/(\theta R)$. The scaling of length, velocity and time are now:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{length: } & \quad x^* = kx \\
\text{time: } & \quad \frac{t^*}{\theta R} = \frac{k^2 K_{hm}}{R} \frac{t}{\theta} \\
\text{velocity: } & \quad \frac{u}{R} = \frac{u}{kK_{hm}} = \frac{u}{u_m}
\end{align*}
\]

The coupled system of equations describing the mass transfer into the sediment bed (Equation 3.22) then becomes

\[
m^* \left( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} \right) = q^* \int_0^{\frac{t^*}{\theta R}} C^* \left( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} - \frac{\tau^*}{\theta R} \right) R_f \left( \frac{\tau^*}{\theta R} \right) d\left( \frac{\tau^*}{\theta R} \right) \]

\[
C^* \left( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} \right) = 1 - \frac{m^* \left( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} \right)}{d^*}
\]

To illustrate the effect of retardation on the mass exchange between stream water and the bed, Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show an example ($d' / \lambda = 0.75$) of the mass exchange between water column and the sediment bed in a closed system after an increase in tracer concentration in the overlying water. Initially ($t^*/\theta < 1$), advective flux into the bed dominates. At these small times, the flux into the bed is essentially independent of $R$, and the initial concentration decrease in the water column is therefore identical for all tracers. After entering the bed at the upstream side of a dune, the tracers are advected through the bed by the pumping process. Since the pumping velocity of the tracer is dependent on the
retardation coefficient, nonadsorbing tracers are advected faster than the adsorbing tracers and will thus reach the downstream side of the dunes faster than the adsorbing tracers. It can be seen from Figure 3.3 that, at $t^*/\theta \equiv 1$, over 90% of the tracers that entered the sediment bed at $t^* = 0$ are still contained within the bed. Significant release of the nonadsorbing tracer begins at the downstream side of dunes at about $t^*/\theta \equiv 1$ and the rate of concentration decrease for the nonadsorbing tracer begins to decrease. The adsorbing tracers, moving at a slower velocity through the pore space of the sediment, are still being transported through the bed and will reach the downstream side of the dunes later. Significant release of tracer at the downstream side begins at $t^*/\theta \equiv 3$ for the tracer with retardation $R = 3$ and finally at $t^*/\theta \equiv 10$ for the stronger adsorbing tracer ($R = 10$). Generally, significant release of tracer at the downstream end of the dunes begins at about $t^*/(\theta R) = 1$ (see Figure 3.8, 90% of tracer is still within the bed at $t^*/(\theta R) = 1$).

Figure 3.8. Residence time function $\bar{R}_f$ for adsorbing tracers. $R$ is the retardation coefficient.
The net flux of tracer into the bed (advective flow into the dune at the upstream side minus release at the downstream side) can be determined by using the residence time function. For longer times (Figure 3.10), it can be seen that the amount of metal ions removed from the water column is larger for stronger adsorbing tracers. The amount of tracer remaining in the water column decreases more slowly at later times because the flux out of the bed increases as pollutant has traveled through the bed and is released into the water column again.

The reduced flow of pollutant out of the bed due to the smaller advection velocity for adsorbing tracers after an initial pulse input into the bed from $t^*/\theta = 0$ to $t^*/\theta = 1$ (see inset) is illustrated in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The fraction released/unit time (as $t^*/\theta$) is calculated by differentiating $R_f$ with respect to $t^*/\theta$. The amount of tracer released per unit time becomes smaller, but the duration of contaminant release increases as the retardation coefficient increases. This results in a long, tailing flow of tracer from the bed for adsorbing tracers.
Figure 3.9. Effect of increasing retardation coefficient on mass exchange between stream water and sediment bed (short times).

no adsorption; --- R=3; --- R=10.

Figure 3.10. Effect of increasing retardation coefficient on mass exchange between stream water and sediment bed (long times).

no adsorption; --- R=3; --- R=10.
Figure 3.11. Release of nonadsorbing ($R = 1$) and adsorbing ($R = 3$ and $R = 10$) tracer from bed after pulse input.

Figure 3.12. Release of nonadsorbing ($R = 1$) and adsorbing ($R = 3$ and $R = 10$) tracer from bed after pulse input (short times).
3.4.2. Adsorption kinetics and equilibrium assumption

3.4.2.1. Adsorption kinetics

Every chemical reaction takes place over a certain period of time. In the case of surface adsorption of metal ions, a number of steps is required for the metal ion to reach the surface:

a) Diffusion through the interstitial solution to the electrokinetic double layer.

b) Possibly, diffusion into pores in individual sediment grains.

c) Diffusion through the double layer.

d) Attachment to the surface.

When performing batch experiments, the individual processes cannot easily be observed separately.

Simple dimensional analysis can be performed to estimate roughly the time scale required for the diffusion of sorbents through the interstitial solution to the double layer (step a): Assuming a grain spacing of $L \approx 100 \, \mu m$ in sand and a molecular diffusion coefficient of $D_m = 10^{-5} \, cm^2/s$, the estimated time required for a molecule to diffuse from the middle of the pore to the electrokinetic double layer around a sand grain is of the order of $(L/2)^2/D_m \approx 2.5$ seconds. A measure of the relative time scale of pore diffusion compared to that for pore advection (with velocity $u$) in the pore space is the Peclet number, $Pe = ud_g/D_m$, where $d_g$ is the grain size. The Peclet number in the experiments performed in this work ranges from about 10 (near the surface of the sediment bed) to values smaller than 0.1 (deep in the bed). This means that the attachment to grain surfaces is not generally limited by diffusion in the pore water towards the grain surfaces.
Diffusion into the pores of individual sediment grains (step b) is sometimes modeled by using a pore-scale (Lyklema 1980) or partitioning-dependent (Wu and Gschwend 1986) molecular diffusion coefficient. Because these diffusion coefficients decrease as the pores become smaller or the partitioning coefficient increases, the diffusion time required can be relatively large even though distances within the pores are small.

The thickness of the double layer, \( \kappa^{-1} \), depends on the ionic strength \( I \) of the medium. Stumm and Morgan (1982) approximate the double layer thickness in water as

\[
\kappa^{-1} = \frac{3 \cdot 10^{-8}}{\sqrt{I}}, \quad \kappa^{-1} \text{ in cm}
\]  

(3.50)

The double layer thickness in fresh water is typically in the range of 5 to 20 nm. Molecular diffusion through the double layer (step c) will thus occur very rapidly (\( t \approx 10^{-8} \) s).

Pressure-jump studies (Mikami 1983) indicate that the actual attachment to the surface (step d) occurs rapidly, with a time scale of some 100 \( \mu \)sec. However, it is not entirely clear if the actual surface adsorption step or other processes are measured during these experiments.

The above analysis indicates that diffusion through the interstitial solution and into the pores of the sediment grains, not the actual surface binding, are rate limiting.

### 3.4.2.2. Equilibrium adsorption assumption for pumping model

Adsorption kinetics can be neglected and equilibrium partitioning can be assumed if the time a tracer remains in the bed is long compared to the adsorption time scale for this tracer. The time pore water remains within the sediment bed (the pumping time scale
\( t_p \) can be approximated by the time at which the nondimensional time \( t^* \) (Equation 3.9) equals one, thus \( t_p = 1/(k^2K_h) \). At \( t^* = 1, t^*/\theta \equiv 3 \) (for \( \theta \equiv 0.33 \)), and the value of \( \bar{R}_f \) is approximately 0.5.

Comparing this time scale to the adsorption time scale \( t_{ads} \) (which needs to be determined experimentally) yields a nondimensional number, \( \Gamma_p \):

\[
\Gamma_p = \frac{t_{ads}}{t_p} = t_{ads}k^2K_h.
\] (3.51)

The equilibrium assumption then holds if the time that the tracer remains in the bed is large compared to the adsorption time \( t_{ads} \), i.e., \( \Gamma_p \) is small. Thus,

\[
\text{if } \Gamma_p \ll 1 \text{ implies equilibrium; and}
\text{if } \Gamma_p \gg 1 \text{ implies non-equilibrium.}
\] (3.52)

Note that this criterion does not necessarily imply local equilibrium at every point in the bed. Also, because of the choice of velocity (maximum velocity) and length scale (only \( 1/(2\pi) = 1/6 \) of the bedform length), the applicability of the equilibrium partitioning model is likely underestimated. This is especially true at later times in the experiment, because the deeper penetration into the bed leads to much longer distances for the metal ions, to be traveled at much lower velocities. In the experiments with stationary bedforms, the value of \( \Gamma_p \) was between 0.1 and 0.6, indicating equilibrium adsorption.
3.5. MOVING BEDFORMS

3.5.1. Models for moving bedforms

The propagation velocity $u_b$ of the bedforms is normalized using the pore-water scaling velocity $u_m$ (Equation 3.53):

$$u^* = \frac{\theta u_b}{k K_h m} = \frac{\theta u_b}{u_m}. \quad (3.53)$$

The factor $\theta$ is included because $u_m$ is the pore-water Darcy velocity, whereas the actual pore-water advection velocity is $u_m/\theta$. Thus, the parameter $u^*_b$ is the ratio of the bedform propagation velocity to the maximum pore-water velocity (for a non-adsorbing tracer) and is a measure of the relative importance of the bedform turnover compared to the advective pore-water pumping. A small value of $u^*_b$ corresponds to negligible turnover, a large $u^*_b$ corresponds to negligible pore-water pumping.

If the tracer partitions to the sediment, the apparent velocity of the tracer in the pore-water due to pumping is reduced by a factor of $1/R$. However, the bedform velocity is independent of the surface adsorption. Thus, for the same bedform velocity and pore-water scaling velocity, the bedform velocity for adsorbing tracers appears to be $R$ times faster relative to the transport velocity of the tracer in the bed. Therefore, a net effect of partitioning to the surface is a larger relative bedform velocity. A partitioning-dependent normalized bedform velocity, $u^*_{b,R}$, can then be defined as

$$u^*_{b,R} = \frac{R \theta u_b}{k K_h m} = \frac{R \theta u_b}{u_m}. \quad (3.54)$$
The partitioning-dependent normalized bedform velocity can be used to determine the applicability of either the pumping or the turnover model. The experiments performed in this thesis indicate that:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } u_{b,R}^* > 5 & \quad \text{turnover} \\
\text{if } u_{b,R}^* < 0.5 & \quad \text{pumping}
\end{align*}
\]

(3.55)

In the intermediate range \((0.5 < u_{b,R}^* < 5)\), both processes are significant. No general model could be developed because the two processes depend on different scaling parameters as well as the partitioning of the pollutant. Thus, a simulation must be performed on a case-by-case basis if the value of \(u_{b,R}^*\) is between 0.5 and 5.

Because \(u_{b,R}^*\) depends also on \(R\), it is possible that turnover is the dominating process for a strongly adsorbing pollutant, whereas pumping is dominating for an only weakly adsorbing pollutant under the same hydraulic conditions.

### 3.5.1.1. Slowly moving bedforms

If the bedforms are moving very slowly \((u_{b,R}^* \ll 1)\), the pore-water pumping process still dominates the exchange of pollutant between water column and sediment bed. In this case, the propagation of the bedforms can be modeled equivalent to a ‘backward’ underflow of the pore-water (see Section 3.2.1.3). Then, the pore-water pumping model with a modified underflow can be used to simulate mass exchange in the case of slowly moving bedforms. The underflow velocity, \(u_{u,m}^*\), now used in the model is given by the velocity of the underflow due to the hydraulic gradient minus the effective bedform propagation velocity:

\[
u_{u,m}^* = u_u^* - u_{b,R}^*.
\]

(3.56)
3.5.1.2. Simple turnover model

If the bedform velocity is fast enough so that the pore-water pumping model does not apply any more ($u_{b,R}^* \gg 1$), the mass exchange between sediment and water column is dominated by turnover. Elliott (1990) describes the effective depth of mixing (the average penetration depth of the mixed pore-water or a nonadsorbing pollutant) for a bed of moving regular bedforms of height $H$ and wavelength $\lambda$ moving at a bedform velocity $u_b$ (see Figure 3.13) as

$$m(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{\theta H}{2} \left(1 - \left(\frac{\lambda - u_b t}{\lambda}\right)^2\right) & u_b t < \lambda \\ \frac{\theta H}{2} & u_b t > \lambda \end{cases}$$

(3.57)

Figure 3.13. Average mixing depth for moving regular ripples (Elliott 1990).
The time-dependent apparent flow velocity (flux into the bed divided by the aqueous concentration) of solute into the bed due to bedform movement is then given by

\[
\bar{q}_m(t) = \frac{dH(t)}{dt} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{u_b \theta H}{\lambda} \left(1 - \frac{u_b t}{\lambda}\right) & u_b t < \lambda \\
0 & u_b t > \lambda 
\end{cases}.
\] (3.58)

After the bedforms have moved by their own length, the pore-water is mixed to the maximum depth \(H\) and no further mixing will occur.

### 3.5.2. Adsorption kinetics in moving bedforms

A characteristic time scale for the turnover process is the time required for a dune to move its own length, \(\lambda\), at the propagation velocity \(u_b\):

\[
t_t = \frac{\lambda}{u_b}.
\] (3.59)

A nondimensional number, \(\Gamma_t\), can be defined as the ratio of the adsorption time scale, \(t_{ads}\), and the turnover time scale:

\[
\Gamma = \frac{t_{ads}}{t_t} = \frac{t_{ads} u_b}{\lambda}.
\] (3.60)

Adsorption equilibrium for moving bedforms can then be expected if the adsorption time scale is small compared to the turnover time scale, or \(\Gamma_t\) is small:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } \Gamma_t &\gg 1 & \text{non-equilibrium} \\
\text{if } \Gamma_t &\ll 1 & \text{equilibrium}
\end{align*}
\] (3.61)

Thus, kinetic considerations can be of importance in the case of moving bedforms. The value of \(\Gamma_t\) in the flume experiments with moving bedforms ranged from 0.1 to 10.
3.5.2.1. No adsorption equilibrium

If the bedforms move very fast, the adsorption time scale is very long, or the dunes are very short, partitioning of the pollutant between pore-water and sediment inside the dunes may not reach equilibrium. In this case, the kinetics of the adsorption process must be incorporated into the simulation.

3.5.2.2. Very fast adsorption kinetics - adsorption equilibrium at the bed surface

On the other hand, for very fast adsorption kinetics, equilibrium partitioning between sediment and solution may already be reached before the solution is covered up by the moving dune. In other words, the pollutant is always in equilibrium with the overlying water column. Then, the effective flow velocity of a tracer with partitioning coefficient $R$ into the bed is given by

$$
\bar{q}_m(t) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{Ru_b \theta_H}{\lambda} \left(1 - \frac{u_b t}{\lambda}\right) & u_b t < \lambda \\
0 & u_b t > \lambda 
\end{cases}
$$

However, the conditions for this case will likely only exist in extreme cases: if the bedform movement was slow enough to allow equilibration of the pollutants with the surface of the sediment bed, the value of $u_b^*$ would probably be very small, and pressure-driven advection would be the dominating process over turnover for mass exchange between water column and bed. Only if the hydraulic permeability of the sediment also is very small (very slow pore-water movement by pumping), turnover could be the dominating exchange process. These conditions are only likely to occur in a stream with very muddy or silty bottom sediment and slow bedform propagation.
3.5.2.3. Adsorption equilibrium inside the bedforms

Unless the bedforms are moving very rapidly or adsorption is very fast, the adsorption time scale and the bedform propagation time scale will be comparable and the mass transfer into the bed will initially follow Equation 3.58, but continue after $t = \lambda / u_b$ as a bedform moves, water from the water column is covered up by the sediment. The pore-water inside the bed can be assumed to be in local equilibrium with the sediment in the bedform and the pollutant will partition to the surfaces. After the time required for one bedform to move a distance equal to its own length, the pore-water will be released back into the water column. Because of partitioning, the concentration of pollutant in the released pore-water will be lower than the initial concentration of water originally covered up. The concentration of pollutant in the water column will be gradually reduced as many bed forms pass by a given point in the bed until the equilibrium concentration of pollutant in the pore-water equals the concentration of pollutant in the overlying water. Because the equilibrium concentration and the number of bedforms required to pass for equilibrium are functions of the pollutant concentration in the overlying water, a generalizing simplified simulation model equivalent to the pore-water pumping residence time model could not be developed for the cover-up model. Flux into the bed will be identical to the flux given in Equation 3.58 for $t < \lambda / u_b$, but numerical simulations must be performed on a case-by-case basis using local equilibrium assumptions inside the bedforms after the bedforms have moved more than one wavelength. This model is referred to as the cover-up model.
4. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

4.1. FLUME

To investigate the transport of adsorbing metal ions between flume water and the sand bed in the laboratory, experiments were conducted in a recirculating, tilting laboratory flume with a total length of 533 cm, a width of 15.24 cm and a depth of 50 cm. The flume walls were straight and impermeable. To keep the volume of water inside the return system small and avoid sediment buildup, the return pipes had a diameter of only 4.04 cm. The flume is illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

Figure 4.1. Schematic of flume used in experiments (not to scale).
In a recirculating flume, the same volume of water is flowing over the bed many times. Consequently, in contrast to a reach of a natural river, the flume constitutes a closed system. Performing the experiments in a recirculation flume has several advantages:

1. If the flowing water passes over the sediment bed only once, changes in concentration of pollutant in the flowing water are very small. In a recirculating system, concentration changes are amplified because the solution passes over the bed many times. This allows a more accurate investigation of the exchange process.

2. It is uncomplicated to run experiments over long periods of time (longer than a week) because it is not necessary to constantly supply a flow of water, sand and chemicals to the upstream end of the flume. Only evaporation losses need to be replaced.

3. A much smaller volume of waste water is produced in the experiments, allowing uncomplicated disposal of the solution in the flume after each run.

To allow turbulence generated in the return pipe and the diverging section of the return system to dissipate, baffles were placed in the diverging part of the return system and a 70 cm long inlet section, constructed of a lucite box with curved upstream side, was placed at the upstream end of the flume. This inlet box also provided an impermeable boundary at the upstream end of the sand bed, avoiding solute transport into the bed other than through the horizontal interface. Similarly, the downstream end of the sediment bed was sealed by a vertical end plate.
Figure 4.2. Photograph of flume apparatus.

The entire flume was constructed out of clear lucite and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) for four reasons:

1. To observe the shape of the bedforms in the flume.
2. To observe buildup of sediment in the return pipes.
3. To avoid sorption of tracers to the walls of the flume.
4. To avoid contamination of the system by desorbing pollutants from the walls of the flume.

The only component of the flume not made of plastic was the stainless steel pump.

To draw pore-water samples from the bed, a vertical row of sampling ports in the sidewall of the flume was used. The ports were spaced in 1 cm intervals. Pore-water was
withdrawn with a 1 ml syringe through a 30-gauge Hamilton needle of 5 cm length. The volume of pore-water withdrawn was 500 μl, a small enough volume to keep disturbances of the hydraulic conditions inside the bed minimal.

To allow measurement of the water level and bed surface in the flume, rails parallel to the flume bottom, carrying an instrument carriage with a point gauge, were mounted over the entire length of the flume. A portable pH-meter (Radiometer, Copenhagen) connected to a glass combination electrode was placed on top of the flume to allow continuous monitoring of the solution pH.

The sediment bed in the flume was 434 cm long and 22 cm deep. This was deep enough to avoid transport of tracers close to the bottom of the flume, so that the sand bed could be considered infinitely deep. The total mass of sand used in the experiments was about 250 kg. Typically, about 20 individual bed forms were formed over the length of the bed, a large enough number to allow averaging of possible local concentration differences in the bed.

The depth of the water column in the experiments performed was about 6 to 10 cm, leading to a total solution volume in the flume above bed level of about 75 to 110 ℓ. About 28 ℓ of this volume were contained in the recirculation system (return pipe, diverging sections) below the sediment bed level. About an additional 45 ℓ of water were contained in the pore space of the sediment bed.

The circulation time of the solution in the flume was of the order of minutes, assuring that the recirculating solution was well mixed and no longitudinal concentration variations existed during the cause of every experiment run. To determine the flow rates in the experiments, an orifice meter, installed in the return pipe of the circulation system
and connected to a mercury manometer, was used. The orifice was sharp with a diameter of 2.83 cm, the ratio of the orifice diameter to the pipe diameter was 0.70.

The hydraulic gradient of a natural river induces flow a of pore-water down the slope of the river bed. This underflow, which can potentially influence the mass exchange between the sediment bed and the overlying water, also existed in the flume utilized. However, because both ends of the sediment bed were sealed off, the volume of water required for the underflow is instead driven into the bed at the upstream end and back out of the bed on the downstream end of the flume (see Figure 4.3).

![Diagram](image)

(a) Subsurface flow with flume ends sealed off

(b) Subsurface flow with underflow system

Figure 4.3. Underflow of pore-water in flume without (a) and with (b) underflow system.
To prevent this advective flow of water into and out of the bed, a recirculation system, driven by a peristaltic pump, was used to substitute for the flow of pore-water down the stream bed that would occur in an infinitely long sediment bed. The magnitude of the underflow was set to match the required flow which equals the product of the coefficient of permeability of the sediment bed, the cross sectional area of the bed and the energy slope of the flow.

4.2. Choice of Sediment, Sorbate and Chemical Parameters

Because of the large amounts of sand and water that were used in the flume for each run and the particular environmental conditions in the hydraulics laboratory, a variety of experimental parameters needed to be considered in the process of planning the design of this experiment.

For reasons of cost and simplicity, it was desired to discard the water used in the runs (about 150ℓ) and the water used to wash the sand (about 300ℓ) into the sewer system.

To achieve reproducibility of experiment results, it was necessary to clean the entire mass of sand (about 250kg) before a new experiment by acid-washing the sand in washing tubes and then transferring it into the flume. This treatment of the sand required the sediment to resist both mechanical and chemical abrasion in order to assure reproducibility of the results.

Furthermore, the environment in the hydraulics lab was somewhat less clean than could be expected if the experiment would have been performed at a smaller scale in a chemistry lab. An effort was made to keep the conditions in the experiment as close to
the conditions in a natural environment as possible while designing the experiment simply enough to be able to understand the processes in the flume. Once the basic hydraulic and chemical processes are understood, other relevant factors (colloids in the system, metal oxide and organic coatings of the surfaces, biological activity) can be added to the experimental design in future work.

4.2.1. Sediment

Because of ready availability and relative chemical purity, Ottawa and other silica sands have been used in research investigating transport processes in sediments. In an effort to more closely simulate natural river bed sediments, metal oxide coating of the sediment in the flume was considered (Edwards and Benjamin 1989 and Stahl and James 1991), but the technological requirements necessary in such a process (ability to collect developing acid fumes while heating the sand to about 100 °C) prohibit the reproducible preparation of the large amounts of sand required for this experiment. Coating of the sediment with humic materials (Burris et al. 1991) was also investigated, but the coating was found to be only partially adherent.

4.2.1.1. Physical and chemical composition

Two silica sands with different mean grain size were used in the experiments. They were supplied by Scott Sales Co., Huntington Park, CA. The chemical composition of the sands, as reported by the manufacturers (U.S. Silica, Ottawa, IL for Ottawa 30 sand, Simplot Silica Products, Overton, NV for Nevada 70 sand), is given in Table 4.1. Both sands consist mostly of SiO₂, with very small amounts of other metal oxides.
Table 4.1. Chemical composition of sediments used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Ottawa 30 sand</th>
<th>Nevada 70 sand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>99.81 %</td>
<td>99.04 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>0.015 %</td>
<td>0.047 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>0.042 %</td>
<td>0.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>0.013 %</td>
<td>0.03 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01 %</td>
<td>0.04 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01 %</td>
<td>0.01 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01 %</td>
<td>0.40 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sieve analyses of the sands used are shown in Figure 4.4. The coarse sand, Ottawa 30 Flintshot blasting sand, is the same sand as used by Elliott (1990). It has a geometric mean diameter of \( d_g = 500 \mu m \) and a geometric standard deviation of \( \sigma_g = 1.25 \), computed for the middle 80% of the size distribution. Compared to a log-normal distribution, the smaller size fractions (less than about 200 \( \mu m \) diameter) appear to be larger than expected. Nevada 70 sand has a geometric mean diameter of \( d_g = 195 \mu m \) and a geometric standard deviation of \( \sigma_g = 1.54 \). Its distribution follows the log-normal distribution closely.
Ottawa 30 sand: \(d_\text{g}=500 \, \mu\text{m}, \sigma_\text{g}=1.25\)

Nevada 70 sand: \(d_\text{g}=195 \, \mu\text{m}, \sigma_\text{g}=1.54\)

Figure 4.4. Sieve analyses of Ottawa 30 and Nevada 70 sands.

### 4.2.1.2. Properties in the sediment bed

Using the same procedures as Elliott (1990), the porosity and hydraulic permeability of the two sediments were determined. The porosity, \(\theta\), of the sand was determined by measuring the volume of water required to fill the pore space of 2 \(\ell\) sediment. Dried sand was placed in a glass measuring cylinder. Then a measured volume of
water was added and the mixture was stirred and shaken vigorously to remove air bubbles from the volume. The volume of excess water was measured to determine the remaining volume of water within the pore spaces. The porosity was found to be $\theta = 0.325$ for both sands.

A falling head permeability test (Bear 1972) resulted in values of $K \equiv 0.15$ cm/s for Ottawa 30 sand and $K \equiv 0.04$ cm/s for Nevada 70 sand, in reasonable agreement with the empirical value given by Bear,

$$K = 6.5 \cdot 10^{-4} \frac{d_0^2 g}{v},$$

which yields $K = 0.14$ cm/s for Ottawa 30 and $K = 0.025$ for Nevada 70 sand. The coefficient of permeability was found to be rather strongly dependent on the packing of the sediment.

The bulk density of the sediments was $\rho = 1.79$ g/cm$^3$, computed from the porosity of the sediment and the mineral density of $\rho = 2.65$ g/cm$^3$. These values lead to a sediment load of 5500 g/ℓ in the pore-water of the sediment bed.

The specific surface area of the sediment used in the experiments is very small. An estimate can be made by computing the surface area of spheres with a mean diameter of 500 μm. For the Ottawa 30 sand, this calculation yields a specific surface area of only 45 cm$^2$/g. To allow for additional surface area due to irregular grain size and pores, a larger value of 70 cm$^2$/g was used in all calculations. This correction is supported by dye-adsorption experiments performed by Kotronarou (1989). This value corresponds to a surface area of 4 m$^2$/ℓ pore-water and, using a surface density of 6 SOH-groups per nm$^2$, a concentration of surface groups in the pore-water of 0.4 mM.
The corresponding values for Nevada 70 sand are 120 cm\(^2\)/g specific surface area, a surface area of about 10 m\(^2\)/ℓ pore-water and a concentration of surface groups of 10 mM.

For comparison, most of the available data for metal ion adsorption onto silica was obtained by using silica gels with surface areas of 100-500 m\(^2\)/g and concentrations (sediment load) of the order of 1 mg/ℓ to 1 g/ℓ.

4.2.2. Choice of metal ions

The sorbate used in this experiment had to be relatively non-toxic in order to allow easy disposal of the large volume of waste water after each run. Organic sorbates were considered, but this approach was not pursued further because of volatility and toxicity problems. Also, the use of radiolabeled tracers was considered, but was rejected due to waste disposal problems and safety considerations.

Because metal ions are important pollutants in many rivers, mono-, bi- and trivalent metal ions were considered. Monovalent metal ions display very weak adsorption to silica surfaces, while trivalent metal ions sorb very strongly to silica. The adsorption characteristics of bivalent metal ions, ranging from relatively weak to strong, were found to be satisfactory for the purposes of this experiment. Additionally, it was desired to choose metal ions that only exist in a single oxidation state to avoid complication of the chemical processes in the system due to oxidation and reduction reactions.

The metal ions used in the experiments were chosen to exhibit a range of adsorption behavior from non-adsorbing to strongly adsorbing to the sand. Selected were lithium, calcium, magnesium, zinc and copper:
Lithium (Li$^+$) does not adsorb to sand under the conditions of the experiments. Lithium was used as a nonadsorbing tracer to measure the exchange of solution between the water column and the sediment bed. The hydraulic parameters of each experiment run could thus be determined by the changes in lithium concentration in the water column. Lithium serves the same purpose in the experiments in this thesis as dyes did in Elliott's experiments (1990).

Calcium (Ca$^{2+}$) adsorbs weakly onto sand. Magnesium (Mg$^{2+}$) also adsorbs weakly to sand, but somewhat stronger than calcium. Calcium and magnesium are both abundant in natural aquatic systems.

Zinc (Zn$^{2+}$) adsorbs rather strongly to sand. Zinc is an important metallic pollutant in many aquatic systems in the environment.

Copper (Cu$^{2+}$) is the most strongly adsorbing metal ion used in this study. Copper also is an important pollutant in the environment. It is the only metal ion used that can form a solid (malachite, Cu$_2$(OH)$_2$CO$_3$·s) under some of the experimental conditions in this work. All other bivalent metal ions used will form a solid (carbonate, MeCO$_3$·s) only at pH greater than about 7.5 to 8.

The distribution of the dissolved species of copper, zinc, magnesium and calcium at total concentrations of 10 $\mu$M in an aqueous system open to the atmosphere is shown in Figures 4.5 through 4.8.
Figure 4.5. Aqueous copper species in a system open to the atmosphere. Solid precipitation due to formation of malachite begins at pH ≈ 6.5.

\[ \text{- Cu}^{2+} - - - - \text{CuOH}^+ - - - - \text{CuCO}_3 - - - - \text{Cu(OH)}_2 - - - - \text{Cu}(\text{CO}_3)_2^{2-} \]

Figure 4.6. Aqueous zinc species in a system open to the atmosphere. Solid precipitation due to formation of zinc carbonate begins at pH ≈ 7.5.

\[ \text{- Zn}^{2+} - - - - \text{ZnHCO}_3^+ - - - - \text{ZnOH}^+ - - - - \text{ZnCO}_3 - - - - \text{Zn(OH)}_2 \]
Figure 4.7. Aqueous magnesium species in a system open to the atmosphere.
- $\text{Mg}^{2+}$  
- $\text{MgHCO}_3^+$  
- $\text{ZnCO}_3$  
- $\text{MgOH}^+$

Figure 4.8. Aqueous calcium species in a system open to the atmosphere.
- $\text{Ca}^{2+}$  
- $\text{CaHCO}_3^+$  
- $\text{CaCO}_3$  
- $\text{CaOH}^+$
To verify that the metal ions do not sorb to the walls of the flume and to check for possible sources of contamination in the flume, a solution of the metal ions used in the sorption experiments was circulated in the flume for 5 days without a sand bed (see Figure 4.9). The concentrations of the tracers in the water column were chosen to be within the range of concentrations used in the flume experiments with sand bed. The aqueous concentrations remained constant within the analytical error (except for copper at pH 7 due to the precipitation of malachite), indicating that no sorption/desorption from the flume walls took place. Copper did not precipitate at pH 6.

Figure 4.9. Conservation of metal ion concentrations without sand in flume (pH 7). Initial concentration of all metal ions $C_0 = 10 \mu$M.
4.2.3. Chemical composition of the system

To assure reproducibility of results, the chemical composition of the solution in all adsorption experiments needs to be controlled. The values of all controlled parameters were chosen to be within the range of naturally occurring freshwater environments. Deionized water was used in all experiments, and ionic strength electrolyte, buffer medium and adsorbing metal ions were then added to create the desired chemical conditions.

4.2.3.1. Ionic strength

The magnitude of the ionic strength influences the electrostatic conditions of the adsorption process, so that changes of I will have effects on the partitioning of the metal ions. The ionic strength of the solution (1 mM using NaCl) was chosen to be within the range of the ionic strength of most natural river and groundwater systems (0.1 to 10 mM).

4.2.3.2. Buffering

The pH of the solution has a very large influence on the fraction of the metal ion adsorbed to the sand. At pH of less than 4, the metal ions present will be in aqueous solution. The amount adsorbed will increase with increasing pH, and a large fraction of the bivalent metal ions will be adsorbed to the sediment at about pH 8.

Virtually every natural water system is buffered. In the presence of a buffer, a solution expresses a certain resistance to pH changes as chemical reactions in the system take up or release protons. For example, during the adsorption of metal ions at silica sur-
faces, protons are released which would lower the pH of a solution if no buffer was present.

![Graph showing pH vs. acid added for different systems]

**Initial $\text{HCO}_3^-$ = $10^{-4}$ M, pH 7.3**

- - - open system  --- closed system  --- no buffering

**Figure 4.10.** Titration curves of bicarbonate solutions in open and closed systems. In this plot, a smaller slope of the titration curve indicates higher buffering capacity.

The most common buffer in natural aquatic systems is bicarbonate ($\text{HCO}_3^-$). Therefore, this was also the buffer chosen for this experiment (as NaHCO$_3$). While a bicarbonate buffer works best in a system open to the atmosphere (like the water column), its buffering capacity is still very significant in a closed system (like the sediment bed). The buffering of a bicarbonate solution in open and closed systems compared to an aqueous system without any added buffer is shown in Figure 4.10.
4.3. **BEAKER EXPERIMENTS**

To quantify the surface adsorption of the metal ions onto sand, a series of experiments was conducted on a much smaller scale. The experiments were initially performed in beakers which were placed on a shaker table to keep the system well mixed. The mixing of overlying and pore-water in these experiments was found to be very slow.

Improved mixing with more consistent results was accomplished by using a plastic bottle which was kept at about $45^\circ$ angle and rotated around its axis at about 4 rpm, a design similar to a concrete mixer. The sand in the bottle was constantly turned over, allowing rapid exchange of pore-water and overlying water. The volume of solution used in these experiments was about 500 ml, the sand mass was about 300 g.

4.4. **ANALYSIS**

Concentration measurements of the aqueous zinc concentration for the first four runs were performed with the flame atomic absorption spectrometer in the Keck environmental chemistry laboratory (Varian Techtron AA6). The flame AA is especially sensitive for zinc. While this instrument only allows the analysis of one element at a time, a large number of samples can be analyzed in a short period. This allows samples to be analyzed even during the process of an experiment. Concentration values are reproducible with deviations of less than 10% in repeated analyses. The optimal working range for zinc is $1 \mu M$ to $30 \mu M$ (60 ppb to 2 ppm), sufficient for the zinc concentrations in the experiments (about 1 ppm at the beginning of a run).
In the experiments beginning with Run 5, the metal ion concentrations were measured using an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS, Perkin-Elmer Elan 5000). Because of the ability to measure concentrations of many metal ions simultaneously with the ICP-MS, the utilization of this instrument allowed the use of more than one sorbate in the experiments. Concentration measurements using the ICP-MS are also reproducible with deviations of less than 10%. The sensitivity of the ICP-MS is very high for zinc, copper, magnesium and lithium (1 ppb or lower) and about 100 ppb for calcium, in all cases sufficient for the desired concentrations in the experiment. Reference concentration standards were prepared from commercial 1000 ppm atomic absorption standards.

4.5. Sediment Preparation

Before each experiment (except Run 2), metal ions adsorbed to the sediment in the previous run were removed from the surfaces. This was accomplished by washing the sand in acid solution (pH ≈ 3.5) for a period of about 12 hours. A pH of 3.5 was found to be sufficiently acidic to desorb the metal ions used in the experiments from the sand without causing modifications to the surface of the sand.

A special washing apparatus, consisting of four lucite tubes of 20 cm diameter and 180 cm height, was used for this purpose (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). The sediment was loaded into the tubes using a scoop. Hydrochloric acid was added to deionized water in a reservoir, then pumped through a cartridge filter to remove fines (pore diameter 5 μm), and upward through the washing tubes, fluidizing the sand. Flow straightening cones on the bottom of the washing tubes prevented the development of preferential flow patterns in the tubes, ensuring that the entire volume of sand was fluidized. The sand bed was ex-
panded by about 50%, keeping the top of the fluidized sand below the outlet at the top of the tubes. The acid solution exiting at the top of each washing tube was drained back into the reservoir. A volume of about 300 ℓ acid solution was used to clean about 120 kg of sand.

To assure that there were no metal ions adsorbed to the sand and to remove the fines from the sediment, both Ottawa 30 and Nevada 70 sands were treated initially by repeated acid washing at pH 3 for one day, alternated with sodium bicarbonate rinses. Four such cycles were done for the Ottawa 30 sand, six cycles for the Nevada 70 sand. Much more fines were removed from the Nevada 70 sand.

After acid washing the sediment, an overnight rinse with deionized water and bicarbonate buffer was performed to return the surface of the sand to the charge conditions in a neutral aqueous system. The sand was then dumped into storage bins or put back into the flume.
Figure 4.11. Schematic of washing apparatus.
Figure 4.12. Photograph of washing apparatus. The pump is only partially visible.
4.6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

4.6.1. Flume experiments

4.6.1.1. Experiment preparation

Before each run, the sediment was twice acid washed in the cleaning apparatus (pH 3.5) to remove potentially adsorbed metal ions from the sand. After each washing cycle, a rinse with a sodium bicarbonate solution followed. After cleaning, the sand was dumped into storage containers and later scooped into the flume using a plastic scoop.

To prepare the flume experiment, deionized water was put into the flume to about bed level. The ionic strength was adjusted to 1 mM using sodium chloride. Then, the pH of the system was adjusted to the desired value for the following experiment using sodium bicarbonate.

After adjusting the chemical parameters in the water, the sand was scooped into the flume. Because of the water already in the flume, relatively little air was contained in the sediment bed. To remove the remaining air, the sand was manually swirled with the flume running a low speed. After swirling, the sand bed was leveled to the mean bed surface level and compacted by manually thumping the side walls of the flume.

The bedforms in the flume were then created. For runs with naturally formed bedforms, the flume was run until the bedforms created by the flow had developed fully and did not change statistically with time. For runs with artificially created bedforms, the flume was run at a speed just below the initiation of motion of the sand. Then, the flow in the flume was increased locally by lowering a plastic plate into the water and thus reducing the area of the flow. The increased flow velocity caused scour in the bed, the sand
was transported a distance downstream and a dune was formed. Bedform height and length could be controlled by raising and lowering the plate in the flow. Variations in bedform height and wavelength were much smaller for artificially created bedforms than for naturally formed bedforms, especially when Ottawa 30 sand was used. For this reason, most experiments were performed with artificially formed ripples.

Then, the water in the flume was drained to bed level and refilled with deionized water to remove possible fines created by the addition of the sand, the following swirling, the creation of the bedforms, and to assure as small as possible metal ion background in the experiment. With the flume running slowly to allow mixing, the ionic strength and pH were then readjusted to the previous values.

The slope of the flume was then adjusted so that the surface of the water was parallel to the mean bedform level, assuring constant depth over the full length of the flume. The slope of the flume was determined by measuring the water surface level at several points with the flume both running and stopped. Then, the difference between these two measurements was calculated to determine the slope of the experiment run. The energy slope was assumed to be equal to the water surface slope. Because of end effects in the inlet and outlet sections and the relatively short length of the flume, the slope measurements were only accurate to about a factor of 2. The flow in the flume was measured using an orifice meter and a calibrated mercury manometer, the measurement error for flow measurements was about 2%.

Using the calculated slope and the sediment permeability, the required underflow volume was determined as the underflow velocity times three quarter of the bed depth. Concluding the preparation of an experiment run, the underflow system was then started.
4.6.1.2. Flume adsorption experiments

The basic approach in conducting the flume runs is to first establish the desired experimental conditions (flow, bedforms, and chemical parameters). Then, measured quantities of metal ion stock solutions (10 mM concentrations of Zn, Cu, Ca, Mg and Li at low pH) were prepared and the desired quantities added to the recirculation system (defined as \( t = 0 \)). To aid initial mixing and achieve uniform initial concentration in the flume, the metal ion solution was slowly added to the flume over the period of one full circulation of the solution in the flume, typically about one minute.

To compensate for evaporation losses, deionized water was added to the flume daily. The amount of water typically added was about 750 mℓ/day, less than 1% of the volume of water above the bed level.

Water samples from the overlying solution were taken by dipping test tubes into the overlying water in the flume. Initially (in the first 10-15 minutes) samples were taken at three or four positions over the length of the flume to determine the state of mixing in the water column. After the initial period, samples were taken at two positions in the flume. The measured concentrations between these sample varied only by a few percent. The period between sampling times increased from a few minutes (in the beginning of the experiment) to once or twice daily (at the end of a run).

Pore-water samples were taken by inserting a 30-gauge Hamilton needle through the rubber ports in the side wall of the flume at various depths and times and drawing 500 μℓ of pore-water into a plastic syringe. The vertical row of ports (see Figure 4.1) was located about 2 m from the beginning of the deep sand bed. The pore-water samples were then diluted by adding 6 parts deionized water to 1 part of pore-water to obtain an analyzable volume of solution.
Every water sample was acidified with nitric acid to preserve the samples until measurement on the ICP-MS (or flame AA in the first 4 runs). All samples were measured at one time to reduce errors. Standards of known concentrations were measured frequently to detect and correct for possible changes in the calibration and drift of the instrument.

After ending a run, the bedform parameters in all runs were determined by measuring the crest-to-crest distance between neighboring dunes and crest-to-trough height of every dune through the transparent sidewalls of the flume. However, the results obtained by this method were verified by taking bedform profiles in the centerline of the flume in three runs. Using a point gauge, the bedform profile was measured every centimeter over the middle section of the flume. The bedform heights and wavelengths obtained by the profile method were identical to the values measured through the sidewall of the flume.

4.6.1.3. Flume desorption experiments

Desorption experiments were performed after the end of the adsorption phase for some of the runs. The overlying water was drained slowly and replaced with deionized water. Only the solution in the pore space remained in the flume. Then, pH and ionic strength in the water column were readjusted to the values of the previous experiment. Mixing of ionic strength and buffering media in the solution was achieved by running the flume slowly for a short time. The desorption run was then started by bringing the flume to the speed of the previous run. Samples from the water column were taken as in all other runs.
The bedform shape, water depth, slope and flow velocity were identical to the previous run to allow easy comparison of the results from the adsorption run and the following desorption run.

4.6.2. Batch experiments

Batch experiments were performed in an open, tilted 1 ℓ plastic bottle that was rotated at a 45° angle. The sand used in batch experiments was treated in the same manner as the sand used in flume experiments. The mass of sand used was weighed dry on an electronic balance, the volume of solution in the batch experiments was determined using a graduated cylinder. Small volumes of stock solutions were measured using a calibrated pipettor.

The experiments were conducted in the following way: Deionized water was filled into the bottle and the desired chemical composition of the solution was created. Then, a measured mass of sand was added to the bottle and the rotation motor was started.

Initial concentrations of the solutions were determined before adding the sand to the beaker. In the titration experiments, the sand was added and the solution was acidified to pH 3. After equilibration time, a sample was taken. The concentration of this sample was used as initial concentration.

The experimental results are presented in the following chapter.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the results of the batch experiments and flume runs are presented and discussed. First, the results of the batch experiments investigating partitioning and adsorption time scale are presented, then the experimental data for the flume runs are summarized, and finally the results of the individual runs are given.

5.1. BATCH EXPERIMENTS

5.1.1. Batch adsorption experiments

The adsorption of the metal ions (copper, zinc, magnesium, calcium, and lithium) was studied in batch adsorption experiments. The adsorption of zinc onto silica was investigated thoroughly, and partitioning experiments were also performed with the other metal ions. The fraction adsorbed to the sand surface, the corresponding retardation coefficients derived form the adsorption of the metal ions onto Ottawa 30 sand in the batch experiments, and the calculated adsorption densities are given in Figure 5.1 for the pH values used in this study.

Lithium did not display any adsorption to the sand used in this work, justifying its use as a conservative tracer. The adsorption of the other metal ions increased in the order $\text{Ca}^{2+} < \text{Mg}^{2+} < \text{Zn}^{2+} < \text{Cu}^{2+}$. The same order of adsorption strength was observed in the flume experiments.

In the runs with more than one bivalent metal ion, competition between the adsorbing metal ions is possible and can lead to changes in the observed partitioning
coefficients. This effect was indeed observed in Run 12. The effects of competition on the adsorption kinetics of the metal ions is discussed in Section 5.1.3.

Table 5.1. Fraction adsorbed, $f_a$, retardation coefficient, R, and adsorption density, $\Sigma$, for metal ion adsorption onto Ottawa sand as observed in batch experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pH 7.2</th>
<th></th>
<th>pH 6.2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$f_a$ [%]</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$\Sigma$ [moles/m$^2$]</td>
<td>$f_a$ [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>(precipitates)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\approx 3.1 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>$90 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$11 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$\approx 3.1 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$80 \pm 10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>$\approx 75$</td>
<td>$\approx 4$</td>
<td>$\approx 2.6 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$\approx 66$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>$\approx 66$</td>
<td>$\approx 3$</td>
<td>$\approx 2.2 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$\approx 50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>$&lt; 5$</td>
<td>$&lt; 1.05$</td>
<td>$&lt; 1.7 \cdot 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$&lt; 5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.2. Titration experiments

To determine the pH-dependency of zinc adsorption onto the flume sediment, a series of titrations was performed. Figure 5.1 shows the results of four separate titration experiments at zinc concentrations between 5 and 25 µM, and the fit of a Stern model using the surface complexation program HYDRAQL (Papelis et al. 1988).

The constants (see Chapter 3) used in Figure 5.1 fit are:
\[ K_{a1}^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}_2^2]} e^{-\frac{F\psi_0}{RT}}, \log K_{a1}^{\text{int}} = 2.5 \] (5.1)

\[ K_{a2}^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiO}^-][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}]} e^{-\frac{F\psi_0}{RT}}, \log K_{a2}^{\text{int}} = -6.5 \] (5.2)

\[ K_{1, Zn}^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOZn}^+][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][\text{Zn}^{2+}]} e^{-\frac{F\psi_0}{RT}}, \log K_{1, Zn}^{\text{int}} = -6.8 \] (5.3)

\[ K_{2, Zn}^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiOHZn}^{2+}]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][\text{Zn}^{2+}]} e^{-\frac{2F\psi_0}{RT}}, \log K_{2, Zn}^{\text{int}} = 0.0 \] (5.4)

Also included in the model is the adsorption of sodium ions to the surface. The adsorption constant for sodium binding weakly in the outer adsorption plane is very small (Young 1982, and Dugger et al. 1964):

\[ K_{1, Na}^{\text{int}} = \frac{[\equiv \text{SiONa}^+][H^+]}{[\equiv \text{SiOH}][\text{Na}^+]}, \log K_{1, Na}^{\text{int}} = -9.0 \] (5.5)

Other parameters required in the Stern model are the double layer capacity and the surface area of the sorbent per unit volume solution. The values used are:

Double layer capacity: \( C_d = 1 \text{ F/m}^2 \) (5.6)

Surface area of sorbent: \( A_s = 40 \text{ m}^2/\ell \).

A sensitivity analysis was performed by varying the constants and parameters in the model by an order of magnitude in both directions. The relative effect of the magnitude of the constants and parameters on the zinc adsorption isotherm was found as:
Very small effect: \( K_{1,Na}^\text{int}, K_{a1}^\text{int} \)

Little effect: \( K_{1,Zn}^\text{int}, C_1 \)

Some effect: \( K_{a2}^\text{int}, A_1 \)

Strong effect: \( K_2^\text{int}, Zn \)

Figure 5.1. Zinc adsorption onto sand. Stern model (\( C_1 = 1 \text{ F/m}^2 \)) fitted to data.

- ■ \( Zn^{2+} \), concentration 5 \( \mu \text{M} \)
- □ \( Zn^{2+} \), concentration 10 \( \mu \text{M} \)
- ○, ◆ \( Zn^{2+} \), concentration 20 \( \mu \text{M} \).
Thus, the adsorption to the surface without proton release appears to be the most important adsorption process of zinc adsorption to sand, with the proton exchange reaction playing only a minor role. A similar observation was made by Dzombak and Morel (1987) for calcium adsorption onto hydrous ferric oxide (HFO).

The raw data obtained in the titration experiments is shown in Appendix A.

5.1.3. Adsorption kinetics

To investigate the adsorption kinetics of zinc and calcium, batch kinetic experiments were performed. The results are shown in terms of the relative partitioning coefficient $k_{\text{rel}}$, the partitioning coefficient at the observed time divided by the final equilibrium partitioning coefficient.

Figure 5.2 shows the adsorption kinetics of zinc and calcium onto Ottawa 30 sand with only the ionic strength medium and buffer medium present. The equilibrium time scale (90% value) in these experiments was of the order of 10 minutes.

In Figure 5.3, the adsorption kinetics of copper ions in the presence of zinc ions is shown. The adsorption time scale for copper in the presence of zinc ions adsorption is about 30 minutes. The reverse case, the adsorption of zinc in the presence of copper is shown in Figure 5.4. It was found that the adsorption kinetics of zinc is more than 10 times slower due to the presence of the copper ions in solution, since the equilibrium time scale is now of the order of 140 minutes. This effect is likely due to competition at the surface.
Thus, adsorption kinetics of a metal ion can be influenced by the presence of another competing metal ion. However, even at the longer equilibration time scales, the equilibrium partitioning model appeared to be appropriate to describe the observed results.

![Graph showing adsorption kinetics](image)

**Figure 5.2.** Adsorption kinetics of zinc and calcium onto silica.
- ■ Zn$^{2+}$, concentration 22 μM
- □ Zn$^{2+}$, concentration 18 μM
- ● Ca$^{2+}$, concentration 35 μM.
Figure 5.3. Adsorption kinetics of copper onto silica with zinc competition.

\(\square, \blacksquare, \blacklozenge: 11 \, \mu M \, \text{Cu}^{2+} \, \text{in} \, 12 \, \mu M \, \text{Zn}^{2+} \, \text{background.}\)

Figure 5.4. Adsorption kinetics of zinc onto silica with copper competition.

\(\square, \blacksquare, \blacklozenge: 12 \, \mu M \, \text{Zn}^{2+} \, \text{in} \, 11 \, \mu M \, \text{Cu}^{2+} \, \text{background.}\)
5.2. FLUME EXPERIMENTS

5.2.1. Flow data

A total of 15 flume runs were performed in this work. Three of the runs were moving bedform runs (Runs 3, 4, 15). Of the remaining stationary bedform runs, all but two (Runs 1 and 2) were performed with artificially formed ripples. Furthermore, two of the runs were performed with the Nevada 70 (N70) sand (Runs 11,15), the rest with Ottawa 30 (O30) sand.

A summary of the experiment parameters in the flume runs is given in Table 5.2. For the convenience of the reader, the notation used in the table is listed below:

\( C_0 \) initial concentration of a specific metal ion in moles/volume solution after initial flume mixing
\( d \) mean water depth
\( d' \) effective water depth (total recirculating water volume/bed surface area)
\( f \) friction factor = \( 8 g r_h s / U^2 \)
\( f_b \) bed friction factor (see explanation in text)
\( H \) mean bedform height (trough to crest)
\( h_m \) calculated piezometric pressure head (by Equation 3.7)
\( k \) bedform wavenumber (\( 2\pi/\lambda \))
\( Q \) recirculating water discharge in flume
\( Re \) flow Reynolds number, \( Re = 4U r_h / v \)
\( s \) slope of water surface = energy slope (uniform flow)
\( U \) flow velocity of flume water over the bed = \( Q/(d\cdot w) \), width \( w = 15.24 \) cm
\( u^*_b \) normalized bedform velocity = \( u_h / u_m \)
\( u_b \) measured bedform velocity (see explanation in text)

\( u_m \) pore-water scaling velocity = \( k K h_m \)

\( t_p \) pumping time scale = \((k^2 K h_m)^{-1}\)

\( t_t \) turnover time scale = \( \lambda / u_b \)

\( \alpha \) correction factor for parameter group ‘\( K h_m \)’ = \( \text{fitted } K h_m / \text{calculated } K h_m \)

\( \lambda \) mean bedform wavelength

\( \Gamma_p \) adsorption equilibrium number (pumping model) = \( t_{ads} k^2 K h_m \)

\( \Gamma_t \) adsorption equilibrium number (turnover model) = \( t_{ads} u_b / \lambda \)

The single basic fitting variable needed for comparison of the model of Chapter 3 to the observed flume results for bed uptake versus time is represented by the parameter \( \alpha \) in Table 5.2.

As previously discussed in Section 3.2.1.1, the time normalization of the flux into the bed depends on the pore-water scaling velocity \( u_m \). The pore-water scaling velocity is calculated from the following three parameters: bedform wavenumber \( k = 2\pi / \lambda \), hydraulic permeability of the sediment \( K \), and driving pressure head \( h_m \) (calculated from Equation 3.7). Of those parameters, only the wavenumber \( k \) can be measured accurately, at least for artificially formed ripples. However, there can be significant errors in the value of the hydraulic permeability \( K \) and the empirical formula for the piezometric pressure head \( h_m \).

The two parameters \( K \) and \( h_m \) always appear grouped together in the model. Thus, a possible error in the pore-water pumping velocity can be associated with the parameter group ‘\( K h_m \)’. The value of \( K h_m \) can be also derived from the data in flume experiments: if the conservative tracer lithium is used in the experiment, the pore-water scaling velocity \( u_m \) can be determined by fitting the pore-water advection model (without
adsorption) to the lithium data. The factor $K_{hm}$ can then be derived by dividing $u_m$ by the bedform wavenumber $k$. This method was used in all runs following Run 4. In the absence of lithium (Runs 1 to 4), $K_{hm}$ can be found by fitting the model to the initial rate of exchange of pollutant between water column and sediment. The 'initial stage' can be defined as $t^*/(\theta R) < 1$. In the initial stage of the experiment, pollutant will be transported only into the bed. No pollutant will already have traveled far enough through the bed to be released again into the water column. Thus, the initial exchange of tracer between the water column and the bed does not depend on the partitioning of the tracer. Both methods yield the same value, but the use of the lithium data allows a better fit because of the larger number of data points that can be used for the fitting process.

The deviation between measured and calculated values of $K_{hm}$ is then expressed by the correction factor $\alpha$, defined as the ratio of the fitted value of the group $K_{hm}$ divided by the calculated value for $K_{hm}$. The same correction factor for $K_{hm}$ is applied to the mass exchange models for all metal ions in one run.

The value of the correction factor $\alpha$ is given in Table 5.2. Possible deviations between fitted and calculated values can arise from:

1. The empirical nature of the pressure head calculation formula (Equation 3.7). The formula is based on a relatively small number of pressure measurements over bedforms of one triangular shape, whereas the bedforms in this study have various different shapes. We do not know how $h_m$ varies with bedform shape or wavelength/depth ratio.

2. Variations of the hydraulic permeability of the sediment between different runs. In permeability experiments, the hydraulic permeability of the sediment
was found to be very dependent on the packing of the sediment in the flume. Because the packing of the sediment was achieved by thumping on the side of the flume, it is likely that some differences between the actual hydraulic permeabilities in different runs exist.

Despite these possible sources of variation, the value of the correction factor $\alpha$ varied only between 1.0 and 2.0 (see Table 5.2), with the largest deviation occurring for Nevada 70 sand, which has a smaller hydraulic permeability. Thus, it can be assumed from the observations made in this work that the calculated value of $kK_{h_m}$ is a good approximation of the true pore-water Darcy velocity.

The bed friction factor $f_b$ in the flume was calculated from the observed friction factor $f$ for the overall flow and the flume wall friction factor $f_w$, which was measured as $f_w = 0.040$ (w is the width, d the depth of flow), by the relation for overall shear balance:

$$(2d + w) \cdot f = 2d \cdot f_{wall} + w \cdot f_b \quad \text{thus}$$  

$$f_b = \frac{(2d + w) \cdot f - 2d \cdot f_{wall}}{w} \quad \text{(5.7)}$$

The friction factor is only given as a reference; it is not used in any calculation. There is also a relatively large error in the friction factor measurements because a small slope (about $5 \cdot 10^{-4}$) had to be measured over a short distance (about 3 m), resulting in an effective drop of water level elevation of only about 1.5 mm. Furthermore, due to end effects in the flume and changes in the water level over the bedforms, the mean water level at a certain point in the flume was difficult to determine, leading to possible additional errors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Bedforms</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>s (·10^{-4})</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Ion(s)</th>
<th>C₀ [μM]</th>
<th>H [cm]</th>
<th>λ [cm]</th>
<th>k [cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>d [cm]</th>
<th>d' [cm]</th>
<th>d'/λ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ripples (n)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ripples (n)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ripples (n)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ripples (n)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Ca^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>30,30</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Li⁺, (Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>16,120,60</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>flat bed</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>Ca^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>25,10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Li⁺ (Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>24,100,100</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Li⁺ (Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>all 0</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Ca^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>18,37,55</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>N70</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>14,80</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Cu^{2+}, Ca^{2+}, Mg^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>10,10,10,10,30</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Cu^{2+}, Ca^{2+}, Mg^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>all 0</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ripples (a)</td>
<td>O30</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Cu^{2+}, Mg^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>10,10,10,20</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ripples (n)</td>
<td>N70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Zn^{2+}, Mg^{2+}, Li⁺</td>
<td>10,10,20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2. Experimental parameters. Ions in parenthesis denote background ions. Ripples (n): naturally formed ripples. Ripples (a): artificially formed ripples. Temperature in all runs 21±1 °C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>( Q ) [cm³/s]</th>
<th>( h_m ) [cm H₂O]</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( u_m ) [cm/min]</th>
<th>( u_b ) [cm/min]</th>
<th>( \Gamma_p )</th>
<th>( f_b )</th>
<th>( f )</th>
<th>( t_q ) [min]</th>
<th>( t_p ) [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2550</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4080</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1507</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2375</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Experimental parameters (continued).
5.2.2. Bedform profiles

5.2.2.1. Stationary bedform profiles

The reported bedform height, wavelength and velocity given in Table 5.2 were determined by measuring the crest-to-crest spacing and the crest-to-trough height for all ripples through the sidewalls of the flume and averaging over these values. To verify the accuracy of the measurements of bedform height and wavelength, bedform profiles using a point gauge were taken in three of the runs with stationary, artificially formed ripples and one run with naturally formed ripples. It can be seen that the artificially formed ripples (Figures 5.5 through 5.7) are fairly regular with about equal spacing and relatively small variations in height. The origin is the upstream end of the sand bed. Figure 5.8 shows a section of the sediment bed in the flume with artificially formed ripples.

![Graph of bedform profile](image)

Figure 5.5. Section of bedform profile, Run 10. Artificially formed ripples, Ottawa 30 sand.
Figure 5.6. Section of bedform profile, Run 11. Artificially formed ripples, Ottawa 30 sand.

Figure 5.7. Section of bedform profile, Run 14. Artificially formed ripples, Ottawa 30 sand.
5.2.2.2. Moving and naturally formed bedform profiles

In the runs with moving or naturally formed ripples (Figure 5.9, Nevada 70 sand), the bedforms were much more irregular in wavelength and height. These variations were even more extreme for the coarser Ottawa 30 sand. Thus, accurate bedform parameters for naturally formed ripples were very difficult to determine.

Bedform wavelength and height varied by at least a factor of four between individual ripples. Furthermore, the average bedform height and length was varying with time over the course of an experiment. The large variations in bedform parameters are
caused by the small width of the flume and the shallow water depth used in the experiments. Naturally formed ripples would be more regular in a larger flume.

The bedform velocity for moving ripples was measured by observing the movement of a large number of bedforms through the sidewalls of the flume. The reported bedform velocity is the mean value of about 20 observations. There were large variations also in the velocity measurements, the bedform velocity of individual ripples varied by almost an order of magnitude. There was no clear correlation between deviations in bedform size and velocities.

Because of the extreme irregularity of the naturally formed ripples in this flume, the investigator chose to perform most experiments with artificially formed ripples. The shape of the artificially formed ripples is very similar to the shape of ripples observed in natural systems.

Figure 5.9. Section of bedform profile, Run 15. Naturally formed ripples, Nevada 70 sand.
5.2.3. Stationary bedforms

The figures in this section for runs with stationary ripples show the measured accumulated transport of the metal ions into the sediment bed versus time (symbols), shown as the fraction of the total mass of each ion contained within the sediment bed on the left-hand ordinate and the fraction contained in the overlying water column on the right-hand ordinate. To obtain the latter fraction, the measured concentration values in the adsorption runs were divided by the initial tracer concentration $C_0$, given in Table 5.2. In the desorption runs, measured concentration values were normalized by the initial concentration of the proceeding adsorption experiment.

Also shown are curves representing the result of the simulation calculation using the advection model with the retardation coefficients as indicated in the legend. Time is shown in nondimensionalized units (normalized by $1/(k^2K_m)$, see Section 3.2.1.1) on the lower abscissa. For reference purposes, the real experiment time (in hours) is shown on the upper abscissa. As an example of the raw data, the concentration measurements for zinc and lithium in the overlying water column as well as in the pore-water for Run 6 are shown in Appendix B.

The retardation coefficients shown in the legend are determined by fitting the retardation coefficient used the mass transfer model to the observed data points in the flume experiment. The retardation coefficients determined by this method are in good agreement with the retardation coefficients calculated from the batch adsorption experiments (see Section 5.1.1).
5.2.3.1. Adsorption experiments

In this section, the result of the flume adsorption experiments (experiments with initially clean bed and metal ions in the overlying water column, stationary ripples) are shown. Runs were performed at two pH values, about 6.2 and about 7.2. At higher pH value, some of the metal ions will precipitate and the experimental conditions will be significantly altered due to the presence of solids in the water column (see Section 4.2.2).

Lithium ions were used in all runs starting with Run 5 (when simultaneous analysis for more than one metal ion using the ICP-MS became possible), whereas Runs 1 through 4 were performed without a lithium tracer in solution. Because of the lack of a nonadsorbing tracer for Runs 1 - 4, the initial flux of zinc into the sediment was used to calibrate the dynamic pressure head used in the simulation model (see discussion in Section 5.2).

Runs 1 and 2 were performed under identical experimental conditions (bedform parameters and flow conditions), and the sand bed was not cleaned between these two runs. The scatter in the data points for Run 1 (Figure 5.10) can be explained by the low initial zinc concentration ($C_0 = 5 \, \mu M$), so that decreasing subsequent concentrations (less than $1 \, \mu M$ after 1 day) were at the low end of the concentration range that could be measured accurately by the flame atomic absorption spectrometer which was used for the analysis of concentrations in the first four runs. The zinc concentration in Run 2 (Figure 5.11) was then chosen about fourfold higher to increase measurement accuracy. It can be seen that the retardation coefficient for the experiment at low zinc concentration ($R = 15$ for $C_0 = 5 \, \mu M$) was slightly higher than the retardation coefficient at the higher concentration ($R = 12$ for $C_0 = 18 \, \mu M$). This effect is expected and can be explained by basic
surface adsorption models (see Chapter 3), which predict an increased partitioning of zinc to the surface with decreasing zinc concentration in solution (or increasing surface area, see Run 11).

As it can be seen in Table 5.2, the correction factor applied to the dynamic pressure head was larger for Run 1 ($\alpha = 1.4$) then for Run 2 ($\alpha = 1.0$). Because the sediment bed was not removed from the flume for washing between these two runs, changes in the bedform parameters cannot explain this difference. A possible reason for this discrepancy is potential settling of the sediment bed between the two runs, leading to reduced hydraulic permeability $K$ in Run 2. This explanation is especially feasible because a period of almost three weeks expired between the end of Run 1 and the start of Run 2. Experimental techniques were also improved between these two runs.

Run 5 (Figure 5.12) was performed using calcium (instead of zinc) and lithium tracers. As expected from the batch experiments (see Table 5.1), the observed transfer of calcium into the sediment bed corresponded to a smaller partitioning of calcium ions to the surfaces compared to the partitioning of zinc ions at the same pH (for calcium expected $R = 3$, observed $R = 5$; for zinc expected $R = 11$, observed $R = 12$).

To investigate the effect of a high concentration of another bivalent metal ion on the mass exchange of zinc with the sediment bed, Runs 6 (Figure 5.13) and 8 (Figure 5.14) were performed with high calcium concentrations in solution (60 $\mu$M and 100 $\mu$M). However, no measurable difference in the zinc mass exchange to the runs performed with no calcium background concentrations (Runs 1 and 2) was observed in the experiments, indicating the higher calcium concentrations have no significant effect on the surface adsorption of zinc onto the sand surfaces in the sediment bed.
Runs 10 (Figure 5.15) and 14 (Figure 5.18) were performed at a lower pH (6.1 and 6.0). The effect of lower pH on the adsorption of zinc and calcium onto sand is apparent when comparing the results of zinc mass exchange in Run 10 (pH 6.0) and Run 6 (pH 7.3) and calcium mass exchange in Run 10 and Run 5 (pH 7.0): The retardation coefficient corresponding to the observed mass exchange in the flume run was reduced from \( R = 12 \) to \( R = 4 \) for zinc and from \( R = 5 \) to \( R = 2 \) for calcium. This trend is expected for (positively charged) metal ion partitioning to silica surfaces, and the observed retardation values agree well with the corresponding partitioning values observed in beaker experiments (see Table 5.1).

Nevada 70 sand was used in flume Run 11. Because the specific surface area of Nevada 70 sand is about 2.5 times larger than the specific surface area of Ottawa 30 sand, stronger partitioning of the adsorbing ions to the sand can be expected at same pH values. The observed retardation coefficient of zinc (\( R = 20 \)) is indeed higher than in the experiments with Ottawa 30 sand (\( R = 12 \)), in agreement with adsorption modeling.

In Run 12, five metal ions were used simultaneously. While the observed retardation of zinc (\( R = 12 \)) was similar to previous experiments, the retardation of magnesium and calcium was somewhat smaller than expected from observations made in previous flume experiments (Run 5) and batch experiments. A possible explanation is reduced partitioning of calcium and magnesium to the sand due to either competition between these two ions or the presence of the zinc and copper ions in solution. The concentration decrease of copper in Run 12 was faster than can be explained by the advective transport model. However, at the pH in this run (pH 7.3), copper will form a solid (malachite, \( \text{Cu}_2(\text{OH})_2\text{CO}_3 \)) in solution (see Chapter 4). It is possible that solid formation lead to an additional loss of copper to the bed due to settling of malachite during
the higher aqueous copper concentrations during the initial phase of the run. In the later part of the run, the concentration decrease of copper in the overlying water can be expected by filtering (or very high retardation) of the copper (solid?) in the sediment bed.

To verify the possible effect of solid formation on the mass exchange in Run 12, an experiment with copper in solution at a lower pH (pH 6.0) was performed in Run 14. At pH 6.0, copper will not yet form a solid. The mass exchange of copper with the sediment bed at pH 6.0 is in good agreement with the advection model (retardation coefficient $R = 15$).
Figure 5.10. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 1. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.1.

- $\Box \quad \text{Zn}^{2+}$
- $\text{simulation Zn}^{2+}, R=15.$
Figure 5.11. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 2. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.0.

- **Zn$^{2+}$**

- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, R=12.
Figure 5.12. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 5. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.0.

- ○ Ca$^{2+}$
- ▲ Li$^+$
- simulation Ca$^{2+}$, R=5
- simulation Li$^+$, no adsorption.
Figure 5.13. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 6. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.3.

- Zn$^{2+}$
- Li$^+$

- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, R=12
- simulation Li$^+$, no adsorption.
Figure 5.14. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 8. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.3.

- Zn$^{2+}$
- Li$^+$

--- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, R=12

--- simulation Li$^+$, no adsorption.
Figure 5.15. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 10. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 6.1.

- □ Zn$^{2+}$
- ○ Ca$^{2+}$
- ◊ Li$^+$

--- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, R=3
--- --- simulation Ca$^{2+}$, R=2
--- --- --- simulation Li$^+$, no adsorption.
Figure 5.16. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 11. Stationary ripples, Nevada 70 sand, pH 7.3.

- $\text{Zn}^{2+}$
- $\text{Li}^+$

- Simulation $\text{Zn}^{2+}$, R=20
- Simulation $\text{Li}^{2+}$, no adsorption.
Figure 5.17. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 12. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.3.

- ■ Cu$^{2+}$
- □ Zn$^{2+}$
- ● Mg$^{2+}$
- ○ Ca$^{2+}$
- ✶ Li$^+$

- simulation Cu$^{2+}$, filtering
- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, R=12
- simulation Mg$^{2+}$, R=3
- simulation Ca$^{2+}$, R=2
- simulation Li$^+$, no adsorption.
Figure 5.18. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 14. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 6.0.

- ■ Cu$^{2+}$
- □ Zn$^{2+}$
- ● Mg$^{2+}$
- ♦ Li$^+$

- simulation Cu$^{2+}$, R=15
- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, R=7
- simulation Mg$^{2+}$, R=3
- simulation Li$^+$, no adsorption.
The dominance of the pumping process over molecular diffusion can be demonstrated by using dimensional arguments for comparing the advective flux caused by pumping with flux into the bed caused by molecular diffusion: A typical molecular diffusion coefficient is $D = 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$. The time to reach a depth of $L = 1 \text{ cm}$ is approximately $t \equiv L^2/D \equiv 1 \text{ cm}/(10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}) \equiv 10^5 \text{ s}$, or 1600 minutes. An estimation of the average flux into the bed is thus about $1 \text{ cm}/1600 \text{ min}$, or about $10^{-3} \text{ cm/min}$. In contrast, typical advective fluxes by pumping are $q = u_m/\pi \equiv 0.01 - 0.1 \text{ cm/min}$. Even though the resulting dynamic pressure head is of a relatively small magnitude (between 0.1 and 10 cm), mass exchange by pore-water advection is dominating over molecular diffusion.

In the initial phase of the flume experiments ($t^*/\theta < 1$), the transfer of pollutants between stream water and sediment bed is dominated by the advective flux of solution into the sediment bed. At this stage, very little release of pollutant occurs because pollutant will not have traveled far enough along the streamlines to leave the bed. The partitioning of the pollutant to the sand surfaces has no effect on the advective flux of solutes into the bed, partitioning only effects the release of pollutants after transport through the sediment bed. Thus, the concentration decrease of the metal ions in the beginning of the experiments is independent of the adsorption characteristics of the ions.

At later times in the experiment ($t^*/\theta > 1$), the net transport of pollutants between sediment and water column becomes dependent on the retardation of the metal ions because nonadsorbing tracers (lithium) will be transported faster through the bed than the adsorbing bivalent metal ions and will be released from the bed earlier than the adsorbing tracers. Thus, the concentration decreases after the initial phase in the experiment in the water column will be dependent on the adsorption characteristics of the metal ions.
The pore-water pumping model describes the observed concentration changes in
the water column well, the errors in the predicted concentrations are smaller than about
10%. The only model parameter not entirely determined from measured values is the
dynamic pressure head. The estimated pressure head determined from the empirical for-
mula (see Chapter 3) was corrected by using the measured changes in lithium
concentrations. However, the estimated pressure head predicted the observed value
within a factor of two.
5.2.3.2. Desorption experiments

To investigate the reversibility of the surface adsorption of metal ions in the sediment bed, two experiments were performed with metal ions already in the sediment bed and no metal ions contained in the overlying water. In these runs, the overlying water was drained after completing an adsorption experiment and then replaced with fresh solution of same pH and ionic strength, but without any of the tracer metal ions in solution. The flume was the run again and the increase of tracer ion concentration in the overlying water was observed.

All experiment parameters (bedform parameters, water depth, flow velocity, correction factor $\alpha$, retardation coefficients) in the desorption runs were kept identical to the corresponding previous adsorption experiments. Metal ion concentrations were normalized by the initial metal ion concentration $C_0$ in the proceeding adsorption run.

Run 9 (Figure 5.19) followed Run 8. It can be seen that the observed release of both zinc and lithium from the sediment bed is described very well by the advection model.

The observed release of lithium and the adsorbing metal ions (zinc, magnesium, calcium) from the bed in Run 13 (Figure 5.20, following Run 12) also is explained by the advection model. There is no measurable release of copper from the sediment bed in this experiment, in good agreement with the observed filtration of the copper in the previous run.
Figure 5.19. Transport of metal ions from sediment bed, Run 9. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.3.

- Zn$^{2+}$
- Li$^+$
- Simulation Zn$^{2+}$, R=12
- --- Simulation Li$^+$, no adsorption.
Figure 5.20. Transport of metal ions from sediment bed, Run 13. Stationary ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.1.
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- **Simulation Zn**, R=12
- **Simulation Mg**, R=3
- **Simulation Ca**, R=2
- **Simulation Li**, no adsorption.
5.2.3.3. Pore-water concentration profiles

Time-dependent pore-water concentration profiles of the tracer ions for a number of flume runs are shown in Figures 5.21 to 5.29. Concentration profiles for different metal ions at one time are shown in Figures 5.30 to 5.34. The pore-water samples analyzed to investigate the concentration profiles were taken through ports which were located about halfway between the inlet and outlet sections of the flume. The sample volumes were taken at a distance of about 5 cm inwards from the flume wall. Pore-water samples were diluted one part flume water to six parts acidified water before analysis.

Using the pore-water concentration profiles, an approximate mass balance calculation can be performed for the flume runs. Because the advection fronts display a two-dimensional pattern and the pore-water samples are only taken at one point in the flume, the penetration depth of the tracers observed in the pore-water concentration profiles is not necessarily the average penetration depth of the sorbates in the flume. However, mass balance calculations show that the loss of metal ions in the overlying water can be explained by the penetration of the metal ions into the bed. The pore-water profiles were taken at approximately the same location relative to the bedforms in all cases, at about the midpoint between trough and crest on the upstream side of the bedforms. Thus, the penetration depths of the tracers can be compared not only between different metal ions in one run, but also between different runs.

The pore-water concentration profiles clearly show that advective pumping transports the metal ions much deeper into the sediment bed than molecular diffusion processes would. Also, the shape of concentration profiles are more like downward-moving fronts than solutions to the diffusion equation because of the relatively constant
concentration in the upper part of each profile. The concentration value of this upper constant part of the profile decreases gradually with time, especially for zinc, because the concentration of the overlying flume water is decreasing.

The measured pore-water concentrations in the upper part of the profiles show less of a variation for lithium than for the adsorbing tracers. It is possible that the mechanical disturbance caused by the insertion of the needle into the sand bed can cause some of the adsorbed metal ions to be ‘scraped off’ the surface, leading to a larger error in the pore-water concentration values for those ions.

It can be seen that the penetration depth increases with time and the metal ion concentrations in the upper, ‘flat’, part of the profile decrease with time (Figures 5.21 to 5.29). The penetration depth is always deepest for the nonadsorbing tracer lithium (Figures 5.30 to 5.34). The approximate maximum penetration depth of the metal ions is of the order of the wavelength of the ripples and, due to retardation, is reached first for nonadsorbing tracers and later for adsorbing ions.

The flume experiments show that the pore-water pumping process can drive pollutants deep into the sediment bed. After a period of about 100 pumping time scales, a nonadsorbing tracer will have penetrated into the bed to a depth equivalent to the wavelength of the ripples. Depending on their retardation coefficient, adsorbing pollutants will reach the deeper parts of the sediment bed later.
Figure 5.21. Pore-water concentration profile zinc, Run 1.

Figure 5.22. Pore-water concentration profile zinc, Run 2.
Figure 5.23. Pore-water concentration profile lithium, Run 5.

Figure 5.24. Pore-water concentration profile calcium, Run 5.
Figure 5.25. Pore-water concentration profile lithium, Run 6.

Figure 5.26. Pore-water concentration profile zinc, Run 6.
Figure 5.27. Pore-water concentration profile lithium, Run 10.

Figure 5.28. Pore-water concentration profile calcium, Run 10.
Figure 5.29. Pore-water concentration profile zinc, Run 10.
Figure 5.30. Pore-water concentration profile, Run 6, after 4 hours.

Figure 5.31. Pore-water concentration profile Run 6, after 51 hours.
Figure 5.32. Pore-water concentration profile, Run 10, after 4 hours.

Figure 5.33. Pore-water concentration profile, Run 10, after 27 hours.
Figure 5.34. Pore-water concentration profile, Run 10, after 53 hours.
5.2.4. Moving bedforms

In this section, the results of the three runs with moving ripples are discussed. It is likely that effects of adsorption kinetics become important in the case of moving ripples. Naturally occurring bedforms are generally larger than the relatively small bedforms in the flume ($\lambda \approx 20$ cm). Because the time required for a bedform to propagate its one wavelength will be shorter in the flume than in a real river or stream and pore-water inside the bedform will be contained for a shorter time within the ripple, it is expected that kinetic effects are more important in the laboratory than in the field.

Run 3 (Figure 5.35) was a run with slowly-moving ripples ($u_{\text{bed}}^* = 0.14$). Even taking into account the effect of the partitioning of the zinc ($R = 12$), the partitioning-dependent parameter $u_{\text{bed},R}^*$ is less than 2. The pumping model (with modified underflow to take bedform propagation into account) still fits the data very well, while the cover-up model cannot predict the observed mass exchange.

Runs 4 (Figure 5.36) and 15 (Figure 5.37) are runs with a much higher bedform velocity. In Run 4 ($u_{\text{bed}}^* = 4.6$), the exchange of metal ions with the bed can be explained only within a factor of 2 by the cover-up turnover model up to $t^*/(\theta R) \approx 100$, which is equivalent to about 60 bedform turnover time scales. However, at later times, the turnover model fails completely to explain the observed concentration decrease in the overlying water. This observation was also made by Elliott (1990). This indicates that the turnover model may approximately describe the initial process governing the exchange of pollutants between overlying water and sediment bed, but does not include mechanisms that dominate the pollutant exchange at later times. These processes could be passage of extremely deep troughs and pumping effects caused by the pressure field
moving with the bedforms. In the case of partitioning of the pollutant to the sediment, adsorption kinetics could cause additional deviations from the prediction.

In Run 4, the pollutant transport into the bed is approximately proportional to the square root of time. This indicates that the transport can be approximated by a pseudo-diffusion model. In order to fit the data points in Figure 5.36, the diffusion coefficient would have to be of the order of $10^{-2}$ cm$^2$/s, about three orders of magnitude higher than molecular diffusion coefficient (about $10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s).

Run 15 ($u_{\text{bed}}^* = 1.1$) was performed with a bed of Nevada 70 sand. Despite a large number of washing cycles before running the experiment, a high concentration of fines was prevalent in the water column of Run 15 soon after starting the experiment. It is likely that the simulation model failed to describe the observed mass exchange between water column and bed because the metal ions adsorbed strongly to the fines in solution and not only to the sand grain surfaces in sediment bed. Subsequently, these fines could then be filtered out of the overlying water by the moving ripples. This explanation is supported by the result of a pore-water concentration profile (Figure 5.38), taken after completion of Run 15. In Figure 5.38 the metal ion concentrations are normalized by the final concentration of the metal ions in the overlying water after completion of the run to be able to better compare the depth penetration for the different metal ions. As the figure shows, the penetration depth into the bed for all three metal ions is only a few centimeters. The concentration profiles also show a rapid decrease of concentration with depth, indicating that bedform turnover was dominating over pore-water advection in this experiment. The partitioning of the metal ions to only the sand in the sediment bed is not strong enough to explain the small penetration depth of the ions.
The top five centimeters of the sediment (including pore-water) in the flume were sampled after conclusion of Run 15. The sample was acidified to desorb all metal ions potentially adsorbed to either the sand or the fines. The concentration of the metal ions in the acidified solution was measured, and a mass balance showed that the total amount of metal ions contained within the top 5 cm of the sediment bed does account fully for the loss of metal ions from the overlying water (about 30% of the initial amount of lithium, 80% of the zinc, 95% of the copper were contained within the sediment bed). This is only possible if significant adsorption to fines occurred in this experiment.
Figure 5.35. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 3. Moving ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 6.9, $u^*_\text{bed} = 0.14$.

- □ Zn$^{2+}$
- --- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, $R=12$, pumping model
- --- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, $R=12$, cover-up model.
Figure 5.36. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 4. Moving ripples, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 6.8, $u^*_\text{bed} = 4.6$.

- Zn$^{2+}$
- simulation Zn$^{2+}$, $R=12$, cover-up model.
Figure 5.37. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 15. Moving ripples, Nevada 70 sand, pH 7.0, $u_{\text{bed}}^* = 1.1$.

- □ Zn$^{2+}$
- ○ Ca$^{2+}$
- ◇ Li$^+$

- R=20, pumping model
- R=20, cover-up model
- cover-up model, no adsorption.
Figure 5.38. Penetration of metal ion tracers into sediment bed, Run 15, after completion of experiment.
5.2.5. Flat bed

The result of the flume run with a flat bed is shown in Figure 5.39. Since there are no bedforms, time can not be nondimensionalized in the usual manner. It can be seen in Figure 5.39 that the amount of metal ions in the bed approximately increases linearly with the square root of time. Furthermore, the transfer of the metal ions into the sediment bed is similar for both lithium (nonadsorbing) and calcium (adsorbing), and thus appears to be independent of the partitioning of the metal ion to the sediment. This indicates that the mass transfer can be modeled by a diffusion process. The effective diffusion coefficient can be easily estimated: After $\sqrt{t} = 10$, or $t = 100$ hours, about 25% of the metal ions are contained within the sediment bed. Assuming constant concentrations in the water column and the bed (see discussion in Chapter 3), the sediment bed is well mixed down to a penetration depth $m/\theta$ of the ions). The concentration of metal ions in the water column is given by $f = d'/(d'+m)$. With $d' = 10.7$ cm, the penetration depth $m/\theta$ is given by $m/\theta = d'(1-f)/(\theta f) = 11.1$ cm. Thus, the effective diffusion coefficient $D$ is approximately $D = (11.1 \text{ cm})^2/(100 \text{ hrs}) = 1.2 \text{ cm}^2/\text{hr}$, or $3.4 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$. This diffusion coefficient is at least an order of magnitude higher than the molecular diffusion coefficient for the metal ions (about $10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$). The diffusion coefficient is very similar to the one observed by Elliott (1990) in his flat bed runs. Elliott also presents an analysis of possible causes for the increased exchange of solutes and concludes that pore-water exchange due to variations in the temporally averaged pressure at the bed surface seem to be the most likely cause.

To show that the bed exchange with a flat bed is smaller than exchange with a rippled bed, the result of the flat bed can be compared to a hypothetical run with similar hydraulic conditions (water depth, flow velocity) and ripples like, for example, in Run 2.
Using the pore-water pumping model, the predicted fraction in the bed for the pollutants after 100 hours assuming a rippled bed would be approximately 34% for lithium and 62% for calcium, significantly higher than the 25% observed in the flat bed run.

Figure 5.39. Transport of metal ions into sediment bed, Run 7. Flat bed, Ottawa 30 sand, pH 7.1.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the experiments and results (Sections 6.1 and 6.2), discusses applications to natural rivers and pollutant transport models (Section 6.3), gives recommendations for future research (Section 6.4) and presents the main conclusions (Section 6.5).

6.1. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS

The exchange of pollutants between overlying water and a permeable sediment bed was investigated using a 5 m long recirculating flume. The change of concentration in the water column was measured to determine the exchange of solution between sediment bed and overlying water. Pore-water samples were taken to investigate the variation of the pore-water concentration with depth in the sediment bed.

Experiments were performed using up to four different bivalent metal ions (copper, zinc, magnesium, calcium) and one monovalent metal ion (lithium) simultaneously. Lithium did not exhibit adsorption to the sediment bed of the flume and was used as an indicator for the exchange of water between the pores and the overlying water column. The bivalent metal ions partitioned to the sediment in different degrees and were used to investigate the influence of surface adsorption on the mass exchange between water column and sediment. The results of the experiments performed with the nonadsorbing lithium tracers are in excellent agreement with the results obtained by Elliott (1990) using dye tracers.

Flume experiments were performed for both stationary and moving ripples. Stationary ripples were both naturally and artificially formed. Two silica sands (mean grain
diameters 500 μm and 195 μm) with different hydraulic permeabilities and surface areas were used.

Partitioning values calculated from the observed mass transfer in the flume were compared to adsorption values in batch experiments to investigate the possibility to predict partitioning in a river bed from batch experiments.

6.2. FLUME EXPERIMENTS AND IMPORTANT MODEL PARAMETERS

6.2.1. Pore-water pumping model for stationary ripples

The mass exchange between sediment and the overlying water column for stationary ripples is modeled by pore-water advection, which is induced by pressure variations over the surface of the sediment bed. The pressure variations are caused by the disturbance of the shear flow above the bed by the ripples. Surface adsorption of a pollutant to the sediment is included in the model by assuming equilibrium partitioning of the pollutant to the sediment.

The pore-water pumping model for stationary ripples described observed mass exchange between sediment and overlying water in 11 flume experiments well; the deviations of the predicted concentration of metal ions in the water column were less than 10% from the observed values. The pumping model was found to be applicable for values of the normalized ripple velocity (see Table 6.2) $u^*_{b,R} < 0.5$. Generally, $u^*_{b,R}$ will be small if the dunes move slowly, the hydraulic permeability of the sediment is high or the driving piezometric pressure head is large. An example for mass exchange dominated by pumping is a stream with sandy ripples.
The formulas and typical values for piezometric pressure head, pore-water scaling velocity, pore-water pumping time scale and advective flux (per unit width) into the bed in terms of the stream flow velocity $U$, stream depth $d$, ripple height $H$, ripple wavelength $\lambda$ and retardation coefficient $R$ are given in Table 6.1. $C_s$ is the concentration of the pollutant in the stream water.

The advective flux of pollutants into the bed is not effected by partitioning of the pollutant to the surfaces, but partitioning does effect the net mass exchange between overlying water and sediment bed for times $t^*/(\theta R) > 1$ because the rate and time of pollutant release from the bed depends on the adsorption characteristics.

Table 6.1. Formulas and typical scaling values for pore-water pumping model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Typical range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piezometric pressure head</td>
<td>$h_m = \frac{0.21}{g} U^2 \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{\frac{3}{8}}$</td>
<td>0.1 - 1 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pore-water scaling velocity</td>
<td>$u_m = \frac{0.42\pi}{g} \frac{K U^2}{R} \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{\frac{3}{8}}$</td>
<td>0.01 - 1 cm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumping time scale</td>
<td>$t_p = \frac{g}{0.84\pi^2} \frac{\lambda^2}{K U^2} \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{\frac{3}{8}}$</td>
<td>0.1 - 100 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advective flux into bed</td>
<td>$\bar{q}C_s = \frac{0.42}{g} \frac{K U^2}{\lambda} \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{\frac{3}{8}}$</td>
<td>$\bar{q} = 0.01$ - 1 cm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption equilibrium parameter</td>
<td>$\Gamma_p = t_{ads} k^2 K h_m$</td>
<td>0.001 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Gamma_p &gt;&gt; 1$ no equilibrium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Gamma_p &lt;&lt; 1$ equilibrium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.2. Turnover model for moving ripples

The mass exchange between water column and sediment for moving ripples could not be modeled well. The turnover model describes the observed streamwater/bed exchange of metal ions for about 50 turnover length scales within a factor of about 2, but completely fails to explain the concentration decrease in the overlying water column for later times. Thus, the cover-up model can only be used to estimate the initial flux of pollutant into the sediment bed and determine the magnitude of the mass exchange between overlying water and sediment bed caused by the ripple movement. Ripple turnover will be dominant for rapidly moving ripples, low hydraulic permeability of the sediment or small driving piezometric pressure head.

An example of turnover-dominated mass exchange is a river with large, rapidly moving, silty dunes. Model parameters and their typical values for the turnover model are listed in Table 6.2. It was found to be difficult to determine reliable values for ripple length, height, and propagation velocity due to large variations in these parameters in the flume experiments. The turnover process was not investigated in depth due to the complications caused by the flume size: kinetic considerations are much more important in the flume than in real systems because the short ripples propagate rapidly over their own length and do not allow the pore-water to equilibrate with the sediment inside the bedform. Also, due to the small depth-to-grain-size ratio in the flume, the ripple dimensions and ripple propagation speed are very irregular and thus very difficult to quantify and reproduce.
Table 6.2. Formulas and typical values for bedform turnover model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Typical range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turnover time scale</td>
<td>$t_t = \frac{\lambda}{u_b}$</td>
<td>0.1 - 100 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adveective flux into bed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) pore-water in equilibrium</td>
<td>$\bar{q}C_s = \frac{u_b \theta H}{\lambda} C_s$</td>
<td>$q = 0.001 - 0.1 \text{ cm/min}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with sediment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) overlying water in equilibrium</td>
<td>$\bar{q}C_s = \frac{R u_b \theta H}{\lambda} C_s$</td>
<td>$q = 0.001 - 1 \text{ cm/min}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with sediment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized bedform velocity</td>
<td>$u_{b,R}^* = \frac{R \theta u_b}{K k h_m}$</td>
<td>0 - 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u_{b,R}^* \gg 1$ turnover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u_{b,R}^* \ll 1$ pumping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption equilibrium parameter</td>
<td>$\Gamma_t = \frac{t_{ads} u_b}{\lambda}$</td>
<td>0.01 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Gamma_t \gg 1$ no equilibrium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Gamma_t \ll 1$ equilibrium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial flux of pollutant into the bed in the case of moving ripples depends on the ratio of adsorption and ripple-propagation time scales. There are essentially three regimes: for very rapidly moving ripples, it is possible that the adsorption time scale is longer than the ripple-propagation time scale. Then, adsorption equilibrium between solution and sediment will not be reached while the solution is contained within the ripples, and the uptake of metal ions into the bed will be controlled by kinetics.

If the two time scales are of about the same order of magnitude, stream water with metal ions from the overlying solution will be first covered up by the moving ripple and
then equilibrate with the sediment inside the ripple. Then, the initial flux of pollutant into the bed is given by the flux of solution into the bed as described in the cover-up model by $q C_s \equiv C_s u_b \theta H / \lambda$.

If the ripples are moving very slowly and the adsorption time scale is much shorter than the ripple-propagation time scale, it is possible that partitioning equilibrium exists between the surface of the sediment and the overlying water. In this case (very slowly moving, low permeability bottom sediments), pollutant will first adsorb to the sediment at the surface of the bed. The flux of pollutant into the bed is then given by both the flux of pollutant in solution and the flux of pollutant already sorbed to sediment which is subsequently covered by the propagating bedform. In this case, the initial flux of pollutant into the bed will be $R$ times higher, $q C_s \equiv C_s Ru_b \theta H / \lambda$.

After the time required for one ripple to progress by its own wavelength, the flux of pollutant into or out of the sediment will depend on kinetics and the concentration of pollutant in the water column and will require numerical modeling incorporating these factors. Also, advection of pollutants into the deeper regions of the bed will need to be considered for longer times (many bedform turnover times).

### 6.2.3. Batch experiments

Partitioning of the metal ions was investigated in batch scale adsorption experiments. Partitioning coefficients (or fraction adsorbed) and pH- dependence of the adsorption in batch experiments were found to agree within about 15% with the values calculated from the observed mass exchange in the flume experiments. For rivers with sandy bottom, is expected that the adsorption of a pollutant in the sediment bed of a natu-
r al stream can be predicted by carefully performing small scale laboratory adsorption experiments if the composition of the sediment samples is not modified during the sampling process. In case of an organic layer covering the sediment bed, additional processes could also be of importance.

The adsorption time scales of the metal ions used in the experiments were investigated in batch experiments. The assumption of adsorption equilibrium was found to be valid in the case of stationary ripples. In the case of moving ripples, kinetic effects of the metal ion adsorption onto sand can be of importance for short or fast-moving dunes. Appropriate parameters for the determination of kinetic equilibrium are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

6.3. APPLICABILITY TO NATURAL STREAM SYSTEMS

The mass exchange models presented in this work can be used to investigate pollutant transfer between a sediment bed and an overlying water column in a sand-bed stream without calibration of parameters. Even though the laboratory experiments were performed under simplified conditions, the results of the study give insight into the relevance and magnitude of the mass exchange of adsorbing pollutants between stream and sediment bed.

To investigate the magnitude of mass exchange between stream water and sediment bed caused by pore-water pumping or turnover, only the physical dimensions of the ripples, the flow velocity and depth of the overlying water, and the hydraulic permeability and porosity of the sediment bed need to be known to estimate the flux of pollutant into and from the stream bed. For sandy sediments, it is possible to study the adsorption char-
acteristics of pollutants in batch experiments in the laboratory and then incorporate the results into the pore-water pumping model. Then, the importance of the processes investigated in this work can be examined by comparing the expected mass exchange to other processes that might occur in a natural stream: pore-water flow into and out of the banks of the stream, groundwater flow into or out of the stream, biologic processes and other effects.

The processes investigated in this work are most relevant for the investigation of short-time changes in pollutant concentration in a stream. However, short-time here means 'short' in terms of the pumping (or turnover) time scales, which can be of the order of days. Possible mass exchange due to long-term changes in the stream (for example, seasonal flow variations leading to changes in the morphology of the bed) are expected to outweigh the mass exchange caused by the ripples.

6.3.1. Use of the results in stream system models

The results obtained in this work allow improvement of existing pollutant transport models for porous sand-bed streams in active transport. Although it would be complicated to include a pore-water pumping submodel in a larger model describing a complete river system, the stream bed could still be modeled as a closed ‘box’ if equilibrium adsorption is assumed.

The terms describing the time-dependent fluxes into and out of the sediment bed in the case of pore-water pumping can be determined by the pumping model. The flux of pollutant into the bed is given in Table 6.1. However, it would be necessary to know the contamination history of the sediment (or the contamination status of the bed at a given
time) to accurately predict the outflow of pollutants from the stream bed. Then, the residence time function $R_f$ must be incorporated to calculate the release of the pollutant from the bed.

The amount of tracer released from the bed at time $t$ that was transported into the bed at past time $t-\tau$ can be calculated from the derivative of the residence time function $R_f$ at time $\tau$ (see discussion in Section 3.4.1). Assuming that the stream is well mixed in the cross section A, the general differential equation describing the pollutant concentration in the water column of the stream system is

$$\frac{\partial C(x,t)}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial C(x,t)}{\partial x} = E \frac{\partial^2 C(x,t)}{\partial x^2} - \frac{q}{d} C(x,t) + \frac{q}{d} \int_{\tau=0}^{\tau=\infty} \left( -\frac{dR_f}{d\tau} \right) C(x,t-\tau)d\tau \quad (6.1)$$

where $C$ is the cross-sectional average of the pollutant concentration in solution and $E$ is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. This differential equation has to be solved numerically to determine the value of pollutant concentration in the water column in space and time.

In the case of fast moving ripples or ripples with low hydraulic permeability, the turnover model can be used to estimate pollutant transfer into the bed. As can be seen in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the flux of pollutant due to sediment turnover can be greater than the flux that would occur due to pore-water advection. However, the penetration depth of pollutant into the bed for moving ripples will usually be smaller than for pore-water pumping. For a pulse contamination, the pollutant is expected to be released faster from the bed than in the case of pumping because any part of a dune is again exposed to the overlying water after the dune has propagated by its own length. Irregularities in the dune height, wavelength and propagation speed will influence both transfer of pollutant into the bed and subsequent release from the sediment.
The turnover model for moving ripples did not describe the interfacial pollutant transfer well for long times, but it allows an estimation of the flux of pollutant into the bed in the case of a short-term spill (e.g., the length spill is short compared to the turnover time scale). Because turnover time scales in rivers can be rather long for large dunes (of the order of 10 - 100 hours), the model can still be applicable in real river systems if turnover is the dominant pollutant exchange process.

It is expected that the mass exchange between water column and sediment in a natural stream will be dominated by larger ripples because the amount of sediment exposed by ripple movement is proportional to the ripple height.

If chemical equilibrium can not be assumed, a two-dimensional, time-dependent model calculation of the adsorption of pollutant onto the sediment will probably have to be performed, leading to a much more complicated simulation model.

6.3.2. A simple example

For a short pulse of pollutant (e.g., the length of the pulse is small compared to the pore-water pumping time scale) in a sand-bed stream released at \( x = 0 \), the downstream decrease of pollutant concentration in the water column due to mass transfer into the bed can be approximated by investigating the flux of pollutant into the bed. Again assuming that the stream is nearly well-mixed in the cross-section \( A \), the longitudinal dispersion equation can be written as

\[
\frac{\partial C(x, t)}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial C(x, t)}{\partial x} = E \frac{\partial^2 C(x, t)}{\partial x^2} - \frac{q}{d} C(x, t) \tag{6.2}
\]

For the instant release of a mass \( M \) at \( t = 0 \), the solution to the differential equation is
\[
C(x, t) = \frac{M}{A \sqrt{4\pi Et}} e^{-\frac{(x-Ut)^2}{4Et}} \left( e^{-\frac{q}{d}t} \right) 
\]

which can be written as

\[
C(x, t) = C_{\text{disp}}(x, t) \cdot \varphi(t).
\]

Here, \(\varphi(t)\) then denotes the reduction factor in pollutant concentration due to the stream-bed exchange and can be shown in a plot of \(\varphi(t) = C(x,t)/C_{\text{disp}}(x,t)\) versus time \(t\).

For the example of a small sand-bed river with a depth of 0.5 m, a flow velocity of 0.3 m/s and ripples of 1 m length and 0.1 m height, the decrease of concentration in the flowing water (apart from longitudinal dispersion) with the downstream distance due to advective pumping is given in Figure 6.1. In this example, the driving piezometric pressure head \(h_m\) for bed pumping is calculated to be about 0.1 cm (see Equation 3.7). The value of the hydraulic permeability is taken as 0.1 cm/s, corresponding to a medium coarse sand bed. It can be seen that the pumping of pollutant into the bed significantly reduces the aqueous concentration in the water column: after about 100 hours, the concentration of pollutant in the water column is only about 30% of the value expected without bed exchange. The decrease in concentration would be even faster for a bed consisting of coarser sediments like gravel, and slower for a silty river bottom.

The pumping time scale, \(1/(k^2K_h)\), in this example is approximately 7 hours, and the river water will have traveled about 6.5 km within this time. The longitudinal dispersion coefficient \(E\) can be approximated as \(E = 4 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}\) (Fischer 1979). Using this value, the half-length of the pollutant cloud from a small source at a given time \(t\) can be estimated as \(2\sigma = 2\sqrt{2Et}\). Then, at \(t = 100\) hours, the front end length of the cloud (the
distance over which the pollutant concentration increases to its maximum) is about $2\sigma \approx 3.5$ km. Thus, at a fixed point along the stream, the concentration of the pollutant increases from zero to its maximum value in about 3 hours. Because the pumping time scale (about 7 hours) is much longer than this value, the magnitude of the front end of the cloud will be exponentially decreased (due to one-way uptake into the bed) according to $\varphi(t)$ shown in Figure 6.1. On the other hand, the shape of the concentration rise curve will be unchanged because little pollutant is returned from the bed sooner than the rise time (because the rise time is less than the pumping time scale).

![Graph](image)

**Figure 6.1.** Additional decrease in pollutant concentration $a$ in small sand-bed river due to pumping into the bed. Also shown is the distance traveled by the center of the cloud.
After the initial pulse has passed a fixed point in the bed, the leaching of pollutant from the sediment bed will produce a slowly changing, long lasting, low level contamination of the water. Thus, the time-dependent concentration passing at a fixed point $x_0$ along the river will also be affected by transfer of pollutant between water and bed: after the concentration peak will have passed $x_0$, the pollutant will be present in the river water much longer than expected if only dispersion is considered. The time scale for the decrease in the pollutant concentration by dispersion after 100 hours is again a few hours, but pollutant from the bed can be expected to transfer into the stream water for at least 25 or more pumping time scales (or over 100 hours), even longer for adsorbing tracers (see Section 3.4.1). Thus, the decrease of concentration in the water column (after the cloud center has passed a given point) will be dominated by the bed exchange, especially for long times when $\varphi(t)$ becomes small and a significant fraction of the pollutant has been pumped through the bed. The higher the retardation coefficient of the pollutant, the longer the leaching from the bed and the lower the tailing concentration of the pollutant will be. The pollutant can be advected into deep regions of the sediment bed to an approximate maximum penetration depth (which is only reached for very long times $t^*$) of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of the ripples.

This example shows that pore-water pumping can be a very important process in a sand-bed stream and can have a strong effect on the concentration values of a pollutant in the water column. The pore-water pumping model will be mostly applicable to smaller rivers with beds consisting of medium or coarse, sandy sediment.
6.4. Future Research

In this section, possible future research tasks are identified and discussed.

6.4.1. Piezometric pressure head over the ripples

The piezometric pressure head used in the model had to be calculated from an empirical formula based on relatively few experiments with ripples of only one size and shape. The effect of varying dune shape or the wavelength/depth ratio on the piezometric pressure head is not known. In order to more accurately determine the driving pressure head for the pore-water pumping model, additional experiments on a variety of ripples of different size and shapes will need to be performed. Especially for smaller ripples, the measurement of the piezometric pressure head will be extremely difficult because the maximum pressure difference across a dune will be of the order of 0.1 mm. In most applications in natural stream systems, the wavelength of dunes will be between about 20 cm and 10 m, and the dune height will be between 3 cm and 5 m. Data will need to be collected over a similar size range of dunes to assure a good prediction of the piezometric pressure head.

6.4.2. Surface coated sediments

Sediments in natural stream systems are generally coated by both metal oxide and organic coatings. These coatings can significantly alter the adsorption of pollutants onto surfaces compared to ‘clean’ sediment surfaces. Hence, future flume experiments should be conducted with more adsorptive media than silica sand to be more realistic for natural streams.
Preliminary experiments with humic acid coatings on sand showed that it can be difficult to obtain reproducible experimental conditions because of changes in the coating of the grains due to physical and chemical abrasion of the sediment by the cleaning process. The grain surfaces could be either coated artificially, or naturally coated sediments could be used. If the surfaces are coated artificially, the nature of the coating would probably be relatively well known, but the need of treating over 200 kg of sediment would be a challenge.

The surfaces of naturally coated sediments will be more difficult to classify. Furthermore, because the nature of the surface coating will likely change between experimental runs, the adsorption behavior of tracers would either have to be re-investigated for every experimental run, or 'fresh' sediment would have to be used for every experiment run.

As an alternative to metal oxide coating, it could be possible to use sediments with very high metal oxide content. The use of such sediments would allow the reuse of sediment in the experiments without the need to reapply surface coatings to the grains.

6.4.3. Particles: Clay and silt

Particulate matter is present in almost all natural stream systems in varying concentrations. It is expected that the presence of suspended particles in the water column will have a strong influence on the mass exchange of adsorbing tracers. Because of their large specific surface area, clay and silt particles could scavenge a large fraction of the pollutant in the water column. Then, the exchange of adsorbing tracers between the stream water and the bed will not only be determined by the adsorption characteristics of
the tracer, but also by the transport of the particles into and out of the bed. It would be necessary to first understand the transport of the particles between stream water and the bed. At a later stage, experiments could be conducted with both adsorbing tracers and suspended particles in the system and the two processes (adsorption to the bed sediment, adsorption to particles with subsequent transport into the bed) could be investigated simultaneously.

6.4.4. Organic tracers

Many pollutants in the environment are synthetic organic materials. It is therefore important to understand the transport of these organics in a natural stream system. Because organic pollutants generally adsorb to the coatings on the surfaces of natural sediments and adsorb only weakly to 'pure' surfaces, coated sediments will have to be used in order to investigate the behavior of synthetic organic pollutants in a sediment-water system. Furthermore, the volatility of some organic materials will need to be considered in such experiments, thus adding more complications.

6.4.5. Nonequilibrium adsorption

In this work, it has been shown that an equilibrium partitioning model can be used to describe the transport of metal ions into and out of a sand bed. However, if the adsorption kinetics are very slow, the assumption of equilibrium partitioning might not be applicable any more.
If the adsorption capacity of the surfaces is limited (small surface area, or high pollutant concentrations), the fraction of pollutant adsorbed to the surfaces depends on the amount of pollutant already on the surface. Then, equilibrium partitioning also can not be applied.

In these cases, it will be very difficult to develop a general model (similar to the residence-time model) describing the exchange of pollutant between water column and sediment bed, and it is likely that numerical simulations may need to be performed on a case-by-case basis.

6.4.6. Moving ripples or dunes

Mass exchange between stream water and sediment bed caused by ripple movement can be very important in the case of fast moving ripples, or in beds of low hydraulic permeability. The magnitude of the bedform propagation relative to the pore water pumping velocity is given by the normalized bedform velocity $u_{b,R}^*$. The relative bedforms velocity is partitioning-dependent because the ripples appear to be moving faster compared to the pore water pumping velocity if the pollutant partitions the sediment; in other words, the characteristic non-dimensional bedform velocity $u_{b,R}^*$ is proportional to $R$, the retardation coefficient.

Because of its size, the experimental apparatus used in this study is not very well suited to investigate the mass exchange of adsorbing pollutants due to moving ripples because ripple dimensions and propagation velocity are very irregular and therefore hard to classify. Furthermore, effects of adsorption kinetics are relatively very important because the time for ripples to propagate a distance equivalent their own length may be very short
(about 5 to 10 minutes), and adsorption equilibrium between pore-water and sediment inside the ripples is probably not reached within this short time. However, it is believed that in a natural stream, large dunes will be dominating the turnover mass exchange between water column and sediment because the amount of sediment exposed by their movement is the largest. Then, effects of adsorption kinetics are of much less importance because dunes are much longer and therefore require a much longer time to propagate their own length; equilibrium partitioning inside the bedforms can now be assumed. If the bedform velocity is very small, equilibrium partitioning might even exist between the sediment surface and the overlying water column.

Large dunes in natural sand-bed streams are often covered by faster moving ripples of smaller size. The importance of these smaller size ripples will also need to be investigated. Ripples observed in the flume were also sometimes covered by smaller ripples. These ripples, however, were so small \( (H \approx 1/4 - 1/2 \text{ cm}, \lambda \approx 1 - 4 \text{ cm}) \) and irregular that they were found to be very difficult to characterize.

The investigation of moving ripples should be conducted in a bigger flume to produce larger, more naturally shaped ripples.

6.4.7. Field experiments

Because a number of different processes contribute to the concentration change of pollutants in a natural stream, it is usually difficult to observe the effects of each individual process in this setting. Concentration changes of a pollutant in the stream water will also be very small over short reaches of a stream (see Figure 6.1), so that accurate measurements of the mass transfer between the stream and the bed will be difficult. However,
pollutant exchange with the bed will certainly contribute significantly to the total mass balance for a stream and its channel and must be included in a model describing observed data in field studies. Laboratory experiments for single processes can be helpful to evaluate the relative importance of different processes in the field and assist in a proper model formulation.

6.5. Conclusions

1. The transfer of metal ions (copper, zinc, calcium, magnesium, and lithium) between stream water and a rippled sand bed in a laboratory flume with slowly moving or stationary ripples can be well predicted by a pumping model combining equilibrium partitioning and pressure-driven advection. The model agrees within 10% with the observed mass exchange in 11 flume experiments. The pumping process increases the exchange rate by several orders of magnitude over molecular processes.

2. The stronger the partitioning of the pollutant to the sediment in the bed, the larger the amount of pollutant that can be captured within the sediment bed and taken out of the flowing overlying water. Pollutants will then be slowly released from the bed over a long period of time (many pumping time scales) after the concentration in the water column has decreased. The flux of pollutant out of the bed will be longer lasting if partitioning to the sediment occurs.

3. The results from the laboratory flume experiments show that pressure-driven advection can transport pollutants from the stream water deep into the sediment bed. The wavelength of the ripples causing the pressure variation over the sediment bed
is a good approximation of the maximum penetration depth for long times. Stronger partitioning of the pollutant to the sediment results in a smaller penetration depth into the bed compared to nonadsorbing tracers at the same time.

4. For a sediment bed with rapidly moving ripples, the turnover model can be used to approximate the flux of tracer into the bed in the case of a short-term spill (e.g., the length spill is short compared to the turnover time scale). Predictions of the mass exchange increasingly deviated from the observed experimental data after about 50 bedform turnover times in the experimental run.

5. Appropriate scaling parameters have been defined to investigate the applicability of the pumping and turnover models. The normalized ripple velocity \( u^*_{b,R} = (R\theta u_b)/(kh_m) \) can be used to determine the appropriate modeling approach. Based on three experiments, the pore-water pumping model (with modified underflow) can be used if \( u^*_{b,R} < 0.5 \), the turnover model applies if \( u^*_{b,R} > 5 \). In the intermediate regime, no general model could be developed because the two mass exchange processes depend on different parameters. Furthermore, some of these parameters also depend on the partitioning of the pollutants.

6. The validity of assuming kinetic adsorption equilibrium was investigated for both models. Equilibrium adsorption for the pore-water pumping model can be assumed if the adsorption time scale, \( t_{ads} \), is short compared the pumping time scale, \( t_p = 1/(k^2h_m) \). For the turnover model, kinetic equilibrium can be assumed if the adsorption time scale is short compared to the turnover time scale \( t^* = \lambda/u_b \).

7. Partitioning experiments with the metal ions used in the flume experiments were performed in beakers. Results of the beaker experiments agreed within 15% with the observed partitioning of the metal ions in the flume for silica sand. It is possi-
ble to predict the partitioning of pollutants in the bed of rivers with porous sandy bottom by performing laboratory beaker experiments with sediment samples. However, care must be taken to assure that the sediment composition is not altered during the sampling.

8. Recommendations for future experiments include:

- Precise measurements of the piezometric pressure head over differently sized and shaped ripples to improve the accuracy of mass transfer predictions using the pore-water pumping model.
- Use of coated sediments, less uniformly sized sediments, and sediment mixtures including silt and clay.
- Use of particulate matter and organic pollutants.
- Investigation of the effects of chemical nonequilibrium on the mass exchange.
- Further investigation of the mass exchange for moving ripples.
- Field experiments.
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APPENDIX A: TITRATION DATA

In all titration experiments: solution volume 500 ml, sand mass 300g.

Table A.1. Titration data: Zinc adsorption onto Ottawa 30 sand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>C [µM]</th>
<th>$f_a$</th>
<th>Zn adsorbed [nmoles/g]</th>
<th>$\Sigma$ [nmoles/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$k_p$ [cm$^3$/g]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>10.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>9.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>19.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.2. Titration data, repeat 1: Zinc adsorption onto Ottawa 30 sand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>C  [μM]</th>
<th>$f_a$</th>
<th>Zn ads. [nmoles/g]</th>
<th>$\Sigma$ [nmoles/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$k_p$ [cm$^3$/g]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>19.37</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3. Titration data, repeat 2: Zinc adsorption onto Ottawa 30 sand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>C  [μM]</th>
<th>$f_a$</th>
<th>Zn ads. [nmoles/g]</th>
<th>$\Sigma$ [nmoles/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$k_p$ [cm$^3$/g]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>18.28</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.4. Titration data, repeat 3: Zinc adsorption onto Ottawa 30 sand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>C [µM]</th>
<th>$f_a$</th>
<th>Zn ads. [nmoles/g]</th>
<th>$\Sigma$ [nmoles/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$k_p$ [cm$^3$/g]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>14.70</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>15.18</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>9.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX B: SAMPLE FLUME DATA - RUN 6

Table B.1. Zinc concentration in water column: Run 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t [min]</th>
<th>t [hrs]</th>
<th>$\sqrt{\text{t/hrs}}$</th>
<th>C [μM] #1</th>
<th>C [μM] #2</th>
<th>C [μM] #3</th>
<th>C [μM] average</th>
<th>C*</th>
<th>1-C/C*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1814</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2775</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3300</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4640</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7140</td>
<td>119.0</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7310</td>
<td>121.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.2. Lithium concentration in water column: Run 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t [min]</th>
<th>t [hrs]</th>
<th>√(t/hrs)</th>
<th>C [μM]</th>
<th>C*</th>
<th>1-C/C*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>#3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>114.6</td>
<td>126.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>107.3</td>
<td>116.2</td>
<td>125.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>113.4</td>
<td>115.7</td>
<td>118.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>115.4</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>112.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>111.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>110.1</td>
<td>112.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>108.5</td>
<td>107.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>103.2</td>
<td>104.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>102.5</td>
<td>102.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>101.1</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1814</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2775</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3300</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4640</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7140</td>
<td>119.0</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7310</td>
<td>121.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.3. Metal ion concentrations in pore water: Run 6 at 35 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>depth [cm]</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{Zn} [\mu M]</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{Li} [\mu M]</th>
<th>C/C\textsubscript{0} Zn</th>
<th>C/C\textsubscript{0} Li</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>146.0</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>147.0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.4. Metal ion concentrations in pore water: Run 6 at 95 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>depth [cm]</th>
<th>$C_{Zn}$ [μM]</th>
<th>$C_{Li}$ [μM]</th>
<th>$C/C_0$ Zn</th>
<th>$C/C_0$ Li</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>153.0</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>151.0</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>158.8</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>162.0</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>164.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.5. Metal ion concentrations in pore water: Run 6 at 255 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>depth [cm]</th>
<th>$C_{Zn}$ [µM]</th>
<th>$C_{Li}$ [µM]</th>
<th>C/C$_0$ Zn</th>
<th>C/C$_0$ Li</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>147.0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>157.0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>153.0</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>158.0</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>154.0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>152.0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>164.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZA</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZB</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.6. Metal ion concentrations in pore water: Run 6 at 26 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>depth [cm]</th>
<th>$C_{\text{Zn}}$ [µM]</th>
<th>$C_{\text{Li}}$ [µM]</th>
<th>$C/C_0$ Zn</th>
<th>$C/C_0$ Li</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>135.7</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>138.9</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>136.4</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>136.9</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>141.8</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>133.3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>148.0</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>141.0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZA</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>128.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZE</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZF</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZG</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZH</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.7. Metal ion concentrations in pore water: Run 6 at 51 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>depth [cm]</th>
<th>C_{Zn} [μM]</th>
<th>C_{Li} [μM]</th>
<th>C/C_0 Zn</th>
<th>C/C_0 Li</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>123.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>132.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>130.0</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>132.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>130.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>127.0</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>126.0</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZA</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>136.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>143.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZE</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>144.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZF</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>141.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZG</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZH</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C: NONDIMENSIONAL RESIDENCE TIME FUNCTION

Table C.8. Nondimensional residence time function for sinusoidal pressure distribution, no underflow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} )</th>
<th>( \overline{R_f} \left( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} \right) )</th>
<th>( d \overline{R_f} \left( \frac{t^<em>}{\theta R} \right) / dt \left( \frac{t^</em>}{\theta R} \right) )</th>
<th>( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} )</th>
<th>( \overline{R_f} \left( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} \right) )</th>
<th>( d \overline{R_f} \left( \frac{t^<em>}{\theta R} \right) / dt \left( \frac{t^</em>}{\theta R} \right) )</th>
<th>( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} )</th>
<th>( \overline{R_f} \left( \frac{t^*}{\theta R} \right) )</th>
<th>( d \overline{R_f} \left( \frac{t^<em>}{\theta R} \right) / dt \left( \frac{t^</em>}{\theta R} \right) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>2.49\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>8.63\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.48\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.78\cdot10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>4.89\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>8.13\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.04\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.16\cdot10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>7.15\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>7.24\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5.07\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>8.17\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>9.20\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>6.48\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.36\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>6.06\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>5.83\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.83\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.67\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>5.26\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.41\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>3.71\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>4.77\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.08\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>3.02\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>4.25\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2.47\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.95\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>3.80\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.07\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.36\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>3.42\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>1.77\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.00\cdot10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>3.10\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.56\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.70\cdot10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>2.82\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.25\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.95\cdot10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>2.57\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.04\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>3.44\cdot10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>2.35\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>8.92\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>2.54\cdot10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>2.16\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>7.81\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.94\cdot10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>1.59\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6.95\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.54\cdot10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>1.22\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>6.26\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.25\cdot10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>9.67\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5.22\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>8.67\cdot10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>7.84\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>4.48\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>6.38\cdot10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>6.48\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3.92\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.88\cdot10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>4.31\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>3.48\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>3.86\cdot10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>9.75\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.982\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>3.07\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3.14\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>3.13\cdot10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>9.17\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.49\cdot10^{-2}</td>
<td>2.29\cdot10^{-3}</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>3.93\cdot10^{-4}</td>
<td>4.91\cdot10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>